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(57) Even if a user does not try an item for sale on,
a size that fits the body of the user can be presented. An
information apparatus acquires a size of a specified item
for sale specified according to a request of a request user
from a purchase history storage means storing the pur-
chase history of an item for sale to be worn. The size of
the specified item for sale was purchased by other user
who purchased the specified item for sale. There is a
plurality of sizes of the item for sale. The information ap-
paratus acquires body size information related to a body

size of the request user and body size information related
to a body size of the other user. The information appa-
ratus specifies an evaluation by the other user for the
acquired size. The information apparatus estimates a
size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user
on the basis of a size relationship between the body size
information of the request user and the body size infor-
mation of the other user, the size of the specified item
for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation
for the size. The information apparatus outputs the esti-
mated size.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a technical field of an information processing apparatus and an information
processing method that support a user to select the size of an item for sale which the user wears.

Background Art

[0002] In recent years, electronic commerce, in which items for sale are sold and purchased on the internet, is widely
used. A user can purchase items for sale such as clothes, shoes, hats, and accessories, which the user wares, by using
the electronic commerce. Various sizes are prepared for such items for sale. Therefore, the user selects a size that is
assumed to fit the user’s body on the basis of the item’s sizes appeared on a site of electronic commerce. However, an
actual body size to which information of the size corresponds varies depending on the brand of the item for sale and/or
the country. Therefore, an item for sale whose size is selected by the user may not actually fit the user’s body. In the
electronic commerce, the user cannot actually try an item for sale on before purchasing, so that it is not easy to select
a size that fits the user’s body before purchasing the item for sale.
[0003] Therefore, for example, Patent Document 1 discloses a technique where a purchaser performs a virtual try-on
on a browser on the basis of image data of the item for sale, detailed size data of the item for sale, and body size data
of the purchaser. As a result of the virtual try-on, if the purchaser wants to purchase the item for sale, the purchaser
orders the item for sale.

Citation List

Patent Document

[0004] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2002-245303

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] However, in the technique described in Patent Document 1, the user has to perform a try-on even though it is
a virtual try-on. In this case, in order for the user to perform enough virtual try-on to determine the size, it is necessary
to input detailed sizes of the user’s body and detailed sizes of each part of clothes. Therefore, time and efforts are
required due to the try-on for the user to select the size.
[0006] The present invention is made in view of the above situation, and an object of the present invention is to provide
an information processing apparatus, an information processing method, an information processing program, and a
recording medium which can cause a size that fits the body of a user to be presented, even if the user does not try an
item for sale on.

Solution to Problem

[0007] In order to solve the above problem, the invention according to claim 1 is an information processing apparatus
comprising: a size acquisition means that, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item
for sale to be worn, acquires a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user, the
size of the specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item for sale, there
being a plurality of sizes of the item for sale; a body size information acquisition means that acquires body size information
related to a body size of the request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user; an evaluation
specification means that specifies an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired by the size acquisition means;
an estimation means that estimates a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size
relationship between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of the other user, the
size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the size; and an output means
that outputs the size estimated by the estimation means.
[0008] There is a probability that the evaluation from a user who purchased the specified item for sale reflects whether
or not the size of the specified item for sale purchased by the user fits the user. The size that fits the user varies depending
on the body size of the user. According to the invention, the size that fits the request user is estimated by using the size
of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, an object relationship between the body size information of
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the request user and the body size information of the other user, and the evaluation for the specified item for sale from
the other user, so that even if a user does not try an item for sale on, it is possible to cause the size that fits the body of
the user to be presented.
[0009] It is assumed that there is a case in which one item for sale has plural pieces of information of the item for each
size and the plural pieces of information varies. In this case, the user may request various pieces of information to search
for a size that fits the user. Then, the requests that are processed by the information processing apparatus increase, so
that the processing load of the information processing apparatus increases. However, according to the invention, it is
possible to cause the size that fits the user to be presented, so that it is possible to reduce the requests from the user
to search for the size that fits the user. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the processing load of the information processing
apparatus.
[0010] The invention according to claim 2 is the information processing apparatus according to claim 1, wherein when,
on the basis of a return history of the item for sale stored in a return history storage means, it is determined that the
other user who purchased a plurality of the specified items for sale whose sizes are different from each other returned
at least one but not all of the plurality of the specified items for sale, the evaluation specification means specifies the
evaluation so that the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was not returned is higher than the evaluation for
the size of the specified item that was returned.
[0011] If the user returned the specified items for sale of some sizes from among a plurality of the specified items for
sale which are the same except for their sizes, there is a high probability that the sizes which the user did not return fit
the user more than the sizes which the user returned. According to the invention, the evaluation for the size which the
other user did not return is higher than the evaluation for the size which the other user returned, so that it is possible to
improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0012] The invention according to claim 3 is the information processing apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the evaluation specification means acquires the evaluation input by the other user.
[0013] According to the invention, the estimation is performed based on the evaluation input by the other user, so that
it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0014] The invention according to claim 4 is the information processing apparatus according to claim 2 or 3, wherein
when, on the basis of a non-purchase history stored in a non-purchase history storage means storing the non-purchase
history indicating that the other user determined to purchase the item for sale and thereafter cancelled the purchase, it
is determined that the other user selected a size of the specified item for sale and thereafter cancelled the size and
purchased another size, the evaluation specification means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation for the size
that was purchased is higher than the evaluation for the size that was cancelled.
[0015] If the user determined to purchase the specified item for sale of a certain size and thereafter cancelled the
purchase and purchased the specified item for sale of another size, there is a probability that the size which the user
purchased fits the user more than the size which the user cancelled the purchase of. According to the invention, the
evaluation for the size which the other user purchased is higher than the evaluation for the size which the other user
cancelled, so that it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the request user.
[0016] The invention according to claim 5 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 4, wherein when, on the basis of a return history of the item for sale stored in a return history storage means, it is
determined that the other user who purchased a plurality of the specified items for sale whose sizes are different from
each other returned at least one but not all of the plurality of the specified items for sale, the evaluation specification
means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was not returned is higher
than the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was returned, when the evaluation is input from the other user,
the evaluation specification means acquires the input evaluation, and the estimation means estimates the size by valuing
the evaluation specified based on the return history more than the evaluation input from the other user.
[0017] There is a high probability that a use’s action of returning the specified items for sale of some sizes from among
a plurality of the specified items for sale which are the same except for their sizes represents the evaluation for each
size from the user. On the other hand, the evaluation input from the user may include evaluation for things other than
the size. According to the invention, the evaluation based on the return history is valued more than the evaluation input
by the other user. Therefore, the evaluation whose reliability of evaluation for the size of the specified item for sale is
higher is valued, so that it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0018] The invention according to claim 6 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 5, wherein when the evaluation is input from the other user, the evaluation specification means acquires the input
evaluation, when, on the basis of a non-purchase history stored in a non-purchase history storage means storing the
non-purchase history indicating that the other user determined to purchase the item for sale and thereafter cancelled
the purchase, it is determined that the other user selected a size of the specified item for sale and thereafter cancelled
the size and purchased another size, the evaluation specification means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation
for the size of the specified item that was purchased is higher than the evaluation for the size of the specified item that
was cancelled, and the estimation means estimates the size by valuing the evaluation input from the other user more
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than the evaluation specified based on the non-purchase history.
[0019] The user can input the evaluation after wearing the purchased specified item for sale. On the other hand, the
user cannot wear the specified item for sale after determining to purchase the specified item for sale and before cancelling
the purchase. According to the invention, the evaluation input by the other user is valued more than the evaluation based
on the non-purchase history. Therefore, the evaluation whose reliability of evaluation for the size of the specified item
for sale is higher is valued, so that it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the
request user.
[0020] The invention according to claim 7 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 6, wherein the body size information acquisition means acquires a body size of at least one of the request user and
the other user as the body size information from a body size storage means storing a body size registered from a user
for each user.
[0021] According to the invention, the estimation is performed based on the body size registered from the user, so
that it is possible to perform the estimation on the basis of information which highly probably reflects the body size of
the user.
[0022] The invention according to claim 8 is the information processing apparatus according to claim 7, wherein on
the basis of the purchase history, the later a time when the other user purchased the specified item for sale is, the more
the estimation means values the evaluation from the other user and thereby estimates the size.
[0023] The older the time when the user purchased the specified item for sale, the higher the probability that the current
body size of the user has changed from the body size of the user at the time of the purchase of the specified item for
sale. If the body size registered from the user represents the body size at the present time, the older the time of the
purchase of the specified item for sale, the higher the probability that the evaluation from the user is not an evaluation
based on the registered body size. According to the invention, the later the time of the purchase of the specified item
for sale, the more the evaluation from the user who purchased the specified item for sale is valued, so that it is possible
to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0024] The invention according to claim 9 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 8, wherein on the basis of the purchase history, the body size information acquisition means acquires at least one of
a size of a first item for sale which the request user has ever purchased and a size of a second item for sale which the
other user has ever purchased as the body size information.
[0025] There is a probability that the size of an item for sale which the user has ever purchased corresponds to the
body size of the user. According to the invention, the size of an item for sale which the user has ever purchased is
acquired as the information related to the body size of the user, so that it is possible to estimate the size that fits the
body of the request user even if the body size is not registered from the user.
[0026] The invention according to claim 10 is the information processing apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the
estimation means estimates the size by using the evaluation from the other user who purchased the specified item for
sale and who purchased the second item for sale belonging to the same category as that of the first item for sale, and
the later a time when the request user purchased the first item for sale, the more the estimation means values the
evaluation from the other user who purchased the second item for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the
first item for sale and thereby estimate the size.
[0027] On the basis of the size of the first item for sale purchased by the request user and the size of the second item
for sale purchased by the other user, for example, it is possible to determine whether the body size of the request user
and the body size of the other user are similar to each other and/or to determine the size relationship between the body
size of the request user and the body size of the other user. According to the invention, the first item for sale and the
second item for sale belong to the same category, so that it is possible to improve the determination accuracy of the
body size described above. Here, the older the time when the request user purchased the first item for sale, the higher
the probability that the current body size of the request user has changed from the body size of the request user at the
time of the purchase of the first item for sale. Therefore, the older the time of the purchase of the first item for sale, the
higher the probability that the determination accuracy of the body size based on the size of the item for sale is low.
According to the invention, the later the time of the purchase of the first item for sale of the request user, the more the
evaluation from the other user who purchased the second item for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the
first item for sale is valued, so that it is possible to improve the determination accuracy of the body size. Therefore, it is
possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the request user.
[0028] The invention according to claim 11 is the information processing apparatus according to claim 9 or 10, wherein
the smaller a difference between a time of purchase of the second item for sale of the other user and a time of purchase
of the specified item for sale of the other user is, the more the estimation means estimates the evaluation from the other
user and thereby estimates the size.
[0029] The greater the difference between the time of the purchase of the second item for sale of the user and the
time of the purchase of the specified item for sale of the user, the higher the probability that the body size of the user at
the time of the purchase of the second item for sale and the body size of the user at the time of the purchase of the
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specified item for sale are different from each other. Therefore, the greater the difference between the times of the
purchases, the higher the probability that the evaluation for the specified item for sale is not the evaluation based on the
body size of the user’s corresponding to the size of the second item for sale purchased by the user. According to the
invention, the smaller the difference between the time of the purchase of the second item for sale of the user and the
time of the purchase of the specified item for sale of the user, the more the evaluation from the user is valued, so that
it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0030] The invention according to claim 12 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 11, wherein the estimation means estimates the size by not using information acquired based on the purchase histories
of the items for sale that are ones of the items for sale for women and the items for sale for men, a ratio of the ones of
the items for sale for women and the items for sale for men to the items for sale purchased by the user being smaller
than or equal to a threshold value preset to a value smaller than 50%.
[0031] According to the invention, the purchase history of an item for sale which the user probably purchased for a
person of the opposite sex is not used to estimate the size that fits the request user. Therefore, it is possible to improve
the estimation accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0032] The invention according to claim 13 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 12, wherein the estimation means estimate the size by not using information acquired based on the purchase history
which indicates that the user who is an adult purchased the item for sale for children.
[0033] According to the invention, the purchase history of an item for sale which an adult purchased for a child is not
used to estimate the size that fits the request user. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the
size that fits the body of the request user.
[0034] The invention according to claim 14 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 13, wherein when the request user is an adult and the specified item for sale is the item for sale for children, the output
means does output the size.
[0035] According to the invention, it is possible not to perform estimation when it is not necessary to estimate the size
that fits the request user. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the processing load to estimate the size that fits the body
of the request user.
[0036] The invention according to claim 15 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 14, wherein the estimation means specifies the other user whose body size is included in the same range as that of
the body size of the request user on the basis of the size relationship of the body size information and estimates the
size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size of the specified item for sale purchased
by the specified other user and the evaluation for the size.
[0037] According to the invention, the estimation is performed based on the size purchased by a user whose body
size is similar to that of the request user and the evaluation from the user, so that it is possible to improve the estimation
accuracy of the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0038] The invention according to claim 16 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 15, wherein the estimation means specifies the other user whose body size is smaller than that of the request user
and the other user whose body size is greater than that of the request user on the basis of the size relationship of the
body size information, estimates a first size of the specified item for sale that fits the other user whose body size is
smaller than that of the request user and a second size of the specified item for sale that fits the other user whose body
size is greater than that of the request user on the basis of sizes of the specified item for sale purchased by the specified
other users and the evaluations for the sizes, and estimates the size between the first size and the second size to be
the size that fits the request user.
[0039] According to the invention, the size between the size that fits a user whose body size is smaller than that of
the request user and the size that fits a user whose body size is greater than that of the request user is estimated as
the size that fits the request user. Therefore, even if there is no user whose body size is similar to that of the request
user, it is possible to estimate the size that fits the body of the request user.
[0040] The invention according to claim 17 is the information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1
to 14, wherein the estimation means obtains an approximate expression of a distribution of combinations of the body
size information of the other user and a size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user by weighting the
combinations based on the evaluations from the other users, and estimates the size calculated based on the approximate
expression and the body size information of the request user to be the size that fits the request user.
[0041] According to the invention, if there are a plurality of users whose body sizes are different from each other and/or
a plurality of users who purchased the specified items of which sizes are different from each other, it is possible to
estimate the size that fits the request user.
[0042] The invention according to claim 18 is an information processing method performed by a computer, the method
comprising: a size acquisition step of, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for
sale to be worn, acquiring a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user, the size
of the specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item for sale, there
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being a plurality of sizes of the item for sale; a body size information acquisition step of acquiring body size information
related to a body size of the request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user; an evaluation
specification step of specifying an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired in the size acquisition step; an
estimation step estimating a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size relationship
between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of the other user, the size of the
specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the size; and an output step of outputting the
size estimated in the estimation step.
[0043] The invention according to claim 19 is an information processing program that causes a computer to function
as: a size acquisition means that, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for sale
to be worn, acquires a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user, the size of the
specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item for sale, there being a
plurality of sizes of the item for sale; a body size information acquisition means that acquires body size information
related to a body size of the request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user; an evaluation
specification means that specifies an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired by the size acquisition means;
an estimation means that estimates a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size
relationship between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of the other user, the
size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the size; and an output means
that outputs the size estimated by the estimation means.
[0044] The invention according to claim 20 is a recording medium in which an information processing program is
computer-readably recorded, the information processing program causing a computer to function as: a size acquisition
means that, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for sale to be worn, acquires
a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user, the size of the specified item for
sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item for sale, there being a plurality of sizes of
the item for sale; a body size information acquisition means that acquires body size information related to a body size
of the request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user; an evaluation specification means
that specifies an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired by the size acquisition means; an estimation means
that estimates a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size relationship between
the body size information of the request user and the body size information of the other user, the size of the specified
item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the size; and an output means that outputs the size
estimated by the estimation means.

Advantageous Effect of Invention

[0045] According to the present invention, the size that fits the request user is estimated by using the size of the
specified item for sale purchased by the other user, an object relationship between the body size information of the
request user and the body size information of the other user, and the evaluation for the specified item for sale from the
other user, so that even if a user does not try an item for sale on, it is possible to cause the size that fits the body of the
user to be presented.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0046]

FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an example of a schematic configuration of an information processing system S
according to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a display example of an item-for-sale page.
FIG. 3A is a diagram showing an example of a relationship between evaluation content and score. FIG. 3B is a
diagram showing an example of a relationship between a time of purchase and a weight coefficient W1. FIG. 3C is
a diagram showing an example of a relationship between the number of evaluators and a weight coefficient W2.
FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of a relationship between the height and weight and a body shape segment.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing an example of a schematic configuration of an online shopping mall server 1
according to an embodiment.
FIG. 6A is a diagram showing an example of content registered in a member information DB 12a. FIG. 6B is a
diagram showing an example of content registered in a category information DB 12b. FIG. 6C is a diagram showing
an example of content registered in an items-for-sale information DB 12c. FIG. 6D is a diagram showing an example
of content registered in a shopping cart deletion history DB 12d. FIG. 6E is a diagram showing an example of content
registered in a purchase history DB 12e. FIG. 6F is a diagram showing an example of content registered in a review
information DB 12f.
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FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a process example of an item-for-sale page transmission process of a system control
unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of the
online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of the
online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing a process example of a purchase purpose determination process of the system
control unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing a process example of a score calculation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 13 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 14A is a diagram showing a distribution of pairs of a body height and an item size and an approximate line.
FIGS. 14B to 14D are diagrams showing a display example of recommended size information 110.
FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 16 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing a process example of a purchase history exclusion process of the system control
unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 19 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.
FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing a process example of a fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to an embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0047] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the drawings.
The embodiments described below are embodiments where the present invention is applied to an information processing
system.

1. First Embodiment

1-1. Schematic Configuration and Function of Information Processing System

[0048] First, a configuration of an information processing system S according to the present embodiment will be
described with reference to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an example of a schematic configuration of the information
processing system S according to the present embodiment.
[0049] As shown in FIG. 1, the information processing system S includes an online shopping mall server 1, a plurality
of shop terminals 2, and a plurality of user terminals 3. The online shopping mall server 1, each shop terminal 2, and
each user terminal 3 can transmit and receive data to and from each other through a network NW by using, for example,
TCP/IP as a communication protocol. The network NW includes, for example, the Internet, a dedicated communication
line (for example, a CATV (Community Antenna Television) line), a mobile communication network (including a base
station and the like), and a gateway.
[0050] The online shopping mall server 1 is a server device that performs various processes related to an online
shopping mall from which items for sale of clothes can be purchased. The online shopping mall server 1 is an example
of an information processing apparatus of the present invention. A user can purchase a desired item for sale from a
desired shop by using the online shopping mall. For example, the online shopping mall server 1 transmits a web page
of the online shopping mall and performs processes related to a search and a purchase of an item for sale according to
a request from the user terminal 3. The online shopping mall may be a site from which items for sale other than clothes
can also be purchased.
[0051] The shop terminal 2 is a terminal device used by an employee or the like of a shop that is open in the online
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shopping mall. The shop terminal 2 accesses a server device such as the online shopping mall server 1 on the basis of
an operation from an employee or the like. Thereby, the shop terminal 2 receives a web page from the server device
and displays the web page. In the shop terminal 2, software such as a browser and an email client is installed. For
example, an employee registers information of an item for sale to be sold in the online shopping mall and checks content
of order of an item for sale by using the shop terminal 2.
[0052] The user terminal 3 is a terminal device of a user who uses the online shopping mall. The user terminal 3
receives a web page from the online shopping mall server 1 and displays the web page by accessing the online shopping
mall server 1 on the basis of an operation from a user. In the user terminal 3, software such as a browser and an email
client is installed. For example, a personal computer, a PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), a mobile information terminal
such as a smartphone, and a mobile phone are used as the user terminal 3.

1-2. Procedure of Purchase of Item for Sale

[0053] Next, a procedure of purchase of an item for sale in the online shopping mall will be described with reference
to FIG. 2. A plurality of sizes are available for an item for sale of clothes that can be purchased in the online shopping
mall. This size is referred to as an "item size". The item size is displayed as, for example, a symbol such as S, M, and
L, a size number, and inches. In the description below, an item for sale of clothes is simply referred to as an "item for
sale". A user designates a search condition on a web page of the online shopping mall in order to search for a desired
item for sale. When the user selects a button to search for the item for sale, the user terminal 3 transmits a request
including the search condition to the online shopping mall server 1. The online shopping mall server 1 searches for items
for sale on the basis of the search condition included in the request. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 transmits
a search result page to the user terminal 3. The search result page is a web page on which a list of searched items for
sale is displayed. When the user designates any one of the items for sale on the search result page, an item-for-sale
page of the designated item for sale is displayed on the screen. The item-for-sale page is a web page on which detailed
information related to one item for sale is displayed.
[0054] The online shopping mall server 1 estimates an item size that fits the body size of the user who designated the
item for sale from among a plurality of item sizes of the item for sale designated by the user. Then, the online shopping
mall server 1 outputs information indicating the estimated item size. Specifically, the online shopping mall server 1 causes
the information of the estimated item size to be displayed on the item-for-sale page of the designated item. The designated
item for sale is referred to as a "designated item". The user who designates the item for sale is referred to as a "designator".
The designated item is an example of a specified item for sale of the present invention. The designator is an example
of a request user of the present invention.
[0055] FIG. 2 is a diagram showing a display example of the item-for-sale page. On the item-for-sale page, for example,
a name of the item for sale, an image of the item for sale, a price of the item for sale, a shop name, an item size,
description of the item for sale, how to pay the purchase money, and how to deliver the item for sale are displayed. As
shown in FIG. 2, on the item-for-sale page, recommended size information 110, an item size selection check box group
120, a shopping cart registration button 130, and the like are displayed. The recommended size information 110 is
information that indicates an item size that fits the designator in the designated item. As the recommended size information
110, for example, information such as "Many people having a body shape close to yours buy size M." is displayed. Any
information may be displayed as long as the information indicates an item size that fits the designator.
[0056] The item size selection check box group 120 is a check box group for selecting an item size to be purchased
by the user from among a plurality of item sizes of the designated item. Specifically, a check box is displayed for each
item size. The user can select one or more item sizes by operating the item size selection check box group 120. In the
online shopping mall, there is a service in which a shop sends out a plurality of items for sale of a plurality of sizes of
the same item for sale to a purchaser and the purchaser who receives the items for sale can accept only one item for
sale having a size preferred by the purchaser and return the other items for sale having the other sizes. The service is
referred to as a "size selection return service". Thanks to the size selection return service, the user can finally select an
item for sale having a size that best fits the body of the user after actually wearing the item for sale. On the item-for-sale
page of an item for sale for which the size selection return service cannot be used, a radio button group is displayed
instead of the item size selection check box group 120. In this case, the user can select only one item size. When the
same item for sale has a different item-for-sale page for each item size, the user cannot select the item size.
[0057] The shopping cart registration button 130 is a button for adding an item for sale to the shopping cart. The
shopping cart is a virtual container to which items for sale which the user determines to purchase are added. When the
user selects the shopping cart registration button 130, a designated item of the item size selected in the item size selection
check box group 120 is added to the shopping cart. Then, a shopping cart page is displayed on the screen. The shopping
cart page is a web page on which a list of the items for sale contained to the shopping cart by the user is displayed. On
the shopping cart page, the user can delete an item for sale contained to the shopping cart from the shopping cart.
Thereby, the user can cancel a purchase of an item for sale which the user determined to purchase. Further, on the
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shopping cart page, a purchase procedure button is displayed. The purchase procedure button is a button for performing
a purchase procedure of the items for sale contained to the shopping cart. When the user selects the purchase procedure
button and then inputs information necessary to perform the purchase procedure, the order of the items for sale is
completed. Thereby, the user can purchase the items for sale.
[0058] The user can browse a purchase history page in the online shopping mall. The purchase history page is a web
page on which a purchase history of items for sale is displayed. On the purchase history page, the user can cancel an
order of an item for sale that has not been shipped among items for sale whose order has been completed. Thereby,
the user can cancel a purchase of an item for sale which the user determined to purchase. Further, on the purchase
history page, the user can selects registration of a review of item for sale. The review of item for sale is information such
as evaluation, impression, criticism, and comment to an item for sale purchased by the user. Specifically, the review of
item for sale includes a degree of recommendation, a title and a body text of the review of item for sale. The degree of
recommendation indicates a degree how much the user prefers the item for sale, a degree how much the user is willing
to recommend the item for sale to other people, or the like. The degree of recommendation is divided into five levels of
1 to 5. It is indicated that the higher the degree of recommendation is, the higher the evaluation of the item for sale is.
When the user selects the registration of a review of item for sale, a web page for inputting the review of item for sale
is displayed. The user inputs the degree of recommendation and the title and the body text of the review of the item for
sale on the web page and the like. The input information is transmitted from the user terminal 3 to the online shopping
mall server 1. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 registers the received information. The user can check reviews
of item for sale input by the user and reviews of item for sale input by other people.

1-3. Estimation Method of Item Size That Fits User

[0059] Next, an estimation method of an item size that fits a designator in a designated item will be described with
reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. The item size that fits the designator is referred to as a "fit size".
[0060] The online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size of the designator on the basis of the item size of the
designated item purchased by a user who has purchased the designated item, a size relationship between the body
size of the designator and the body size of the user who has purchased the designated item, and an evaluation to the
designated item from the user who has purchased the designated item. The evaluation to the designated item is classified
for each item size. The user who has purchased the designated item is referred to as an "existing purchaser". The
existing purchaser is a user different from the designator. There is a high probability that the existing purchaser has
actually worn the purchased designated item. Therefore, there is a probability that an evaluation to the designated item
from the existing purchaser includes a result of the existing purchaser’s wearing the designated item. Therefore, when
the evaluation of an item size from an existing purchaser is high, the probability that the item size fits the body size of
the existing purchaser is high. On the other hand, when the evaluation of an item size from an existing purchaser is low,
the probability that the item size fits the body size of the existing purchaser is low. Therefore, the online shopping mall
server 1 determines the size relationship between the body size of the designator and the body size of the user who
has purchased the designated item and the online shopping mall server 1 calculates so that the higher the evaluation
of the item size from the existing purchaser whose body size is similar to that of the designator, the higher the probability
that the item size is estimated to be the fit size of the designator. The designator can know the item size that is estimated
to fit the designator without trying the item for sale on.
[0061] There is a case in which one item for sale has a different item-for-sale page for each item size. In this case,
the user may request various item-for-sale pages in order to search for a size that fits the user. Then, the requests that
are processed by the online shopping mall server 1 increase, so that the processing load of the online shopping mall
server 1 increases. However, the item size that is estimated to fit the user is displayed on the item-for-sale page, so that
it is possible to reduce the requests from the user to search for a size that fits the user. Therefore, it is possible to reduce
the processing load of the online shopping mall server 1.
[0062] Actually, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size by considering the fact that the existing purchaser
purchased the item for sale. Specifically, the higher the evaluation of the item size, the higher the probability that the
item size is estimated to be the fit size. The greater the number of times of purchase of the item size, the higher the
probability that the item size is estimated to be the fit size. When the user purchases an item for sale, the user selects
an item size which the user guess that fits the body size of the user on the basis of, for example, a rule of thumb.
Therefore, there is a probability that the item size purchased by the user is the fit size of the user. However, the user
cannot wear the item for sale until receiving the purchased item for sale. Therefore, the item size purchased by the user
may not actually fit the body size of the user. Therefore, if the fit size is estimated based on only the fact that the item
for sale is purchased by a user whose body size is similar to that of the designator, the estimation accuracy may be low.
Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 can improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size of the designator by
considering the evaluation from the existing purchasers. The online shopping mall server 1 may estimate the fit size on
the basis of the evaluation from the existing purchasers without considering the fact that the existing purchasers purchased
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the item for sale.
[0063] Next, the evaluation for the item size will be described. FIG. 3A is a diagram showing an example of a relationship
between content of the evaluation and score. The score indicates a level of evaluation for the item size. The higher the
score is, the higher the evaluation is. There are roughly three types of evaluation. The first type of the evaluation is the
presence or absence of returned item for sale. As described above, in the case of an item for sale for which the size
selection return service is used, the purchaser receives a plurality of the same items for sale whose sizes are different
from each other and the purchaser can return items for sale of a part of the sizes from among the a plurality of the same
items for sale. At this time, the user can determine whether or not to return the item for sale for each item size by actually
trying on a plurality of items for sale of a plurality of sizes. Therefore, we consider that the item size of the item for sale
which the user did not return is an item size that fits the body size of the user and the item size of the item for sale which
the user returned is an item size that does not fit the body size of the user. Therefore, the presence or absence of
returned item for sale is considered to be the evaluation for the item size. In this case, the evaluation of the item size of
the item for sale that is not returned is higher than that of the item size of the item for sale that is returned. As shown in
FIG. 3A, the score of the item size of the item for sale that is not returned is set to, for example, +3.0 and the score of
the item size of the item for sale that is returned is set to, for example, -3.0.
[0064] The second type of the evaluation is content of the review of item for sale. For example, the purchaser actually
tries on a purchased item for sale of a certain item size. As a result, the purchaser may register a review of item for sale
after determining whether or not the item size fits the body size of the purchaser. Therefore, there is a probability that
the higher the degree of recommendation of the review of item for sale is, the more the purchased item size fits the body
of the purchaser. As shown in FIG. 3A, for example, the scores are set to -2.0, -1.0, +1.0, +1.5, and +2.0 with respect
to the degrees of recommendation 1 to 5 respectively. The maximum value of the absolute value of the score according
to the degree of recommendation is smaller than the absolute value of the score according to the presence or absence
of returned item for sale. That is to say, the weight of the presence or absence of returned item for sale is heavier than
the weight of the review of item for sale. In other words, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size by valuing
the presence or absence of returned item for sale more than content of the review of item for sale. The reason of this is
because the presence or absence of returned item for sale is considered to be a direct evaluation for the item size, while
the content of the review of item for sale may include evaluation for things other than the item size.
[0065] There may be a plurality of items where a plurality of levels of evaluation can be performed. Examples of the
items include the item size, a design, and a price. In this case, the online shopping mall server 1 may determine the
score according to the evaluation for the item size. Further, the online shopping mall server 1 may determine the score
on the basis of the title and the body text of the review of item for sale. The reason of this is because there is a probability
that the purchased item size fits the body size of the purchaser when the content of the title and the body text is positive.
On the other hand, there is a probability that the purchased item size does not fit the body size of the purchaser when
the content of the title and the body text is negative. For example, the online shopping mall server 1 may extract positive
words and negative words from the title and the body text. Examples of the positive words include "good", "suitable",
and "fit". Examples of the negative words include "bad", "unsuitable", and "unfit". When extracting only the positive words,
the online shopping mall server 1 may set the score to, for example, +2.0, and when extracting only the negative words,
the online shopping mall server 1 may set the score to, for example, -2.0. Further, when the online shopping mall server
1 cannot extract both the positive words and the negative words, the online shopping mall server 1 may set the score
to, for example, +1.0. Further, when the online shopping mall server 1 extracts both the positive words and the negative
words, the online shopping mall server 1 may determine the score based on the ratio between the positive words and
the negative words.
[0066] The third type of the evaluation is a case in which the user wavers over selecting the item size to be purchased
from among a plurality of item sizes. Specifically, the case includes a deletion of an item for sale from the shopping cart
and a cancel after the order is completed. For example, it is assumed that the user determines to purchase a certain
item for sale X and registers the item for sale X of size M in the shopping cart. Thereafter, the user deletes the item for
sale X of size M from the shopping cart without performing a purchase procedure. Next, the user registers the item for
sale X of size L in the shopping cart, performs a purchase procedure, and purchases the item for sale X of size L. In
this case, there are signs that the user wavered over purchasing the size M or the size L of the item for sale X. The fact
that the user did not purchase the size M and finally purchased the size L indicates that there is a probability that the
user considered the size M and the size L. In this case, the evaluation of the size L that was finally purchased is higher
than that of the size M that was not finally purchased. The same goes for the cancel after the order is completed. It is
assumed that the user completes the purchase procedure of the item for sale of size M and thereafter cancels the order
before the item for sale X is shipped. Next, it is assumed that the user performs the purchase procedure of the item for
sale X of size L and then the item for sale X of size L is delivered to the user. Also in this case, there are signs that the
user wavered over purchasing the size M or the size L of the item for sale X. The evaluation of the size L that was finally
purchased is higher than that of the size M that was not finally purchased. Further, we consider that when a user wavered
over whether to purchase the size S or the size M and then purchased the size S, the user who wavered finally determined
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the size by studying the size more deliberately than a user who simply purchased the size S.
[0067] As shown in FIG. 3A, the score of the item size that is finally purchased is set to, for example, +1.5 and the
score of the item size that is not finally purchased is set to, for example, -1.5. The maximum value of the absolute value
of the score when wavering over the item size is smaller than the maximum value of the absolute value of the score
according to the degree of recommendation. That is to say, the weight of the review of item for sale is heavier than the
weight when wavering over the item size. In other words, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size by
valuing the content of the review of item for sale more than when wavering over the item size. The reason of this is
because when the user wavers over the item size and purchases the item for sale, the user cannot wear the item for
sale before determining the item size to be finally purchased. Therefore, the evaluation when wavering over the item
size is supplementarily used. The online shopping mall server 1 may determine whether or not the existing user wavers
over the item size to be purchased from among a plurality of item sizes on the basis of either one of the presence or
absence of the deletion of an item for sale from the shopping cart and the presence or absence of the cancel after the
order is completed.
[0068] As shown in FIG. 3A, when there is no evaluation, the score is set to, for example, +1.0. The case when there
is no evaluation is a case in which the user purchased an item for sale, did not return the item for sale, did not register
the review of item for sale, and did not waver over the item size. In this case, the score of +1.0 is set with respect to the
fact that the item for sale is purchased. The maximum value of the absolute value of the score when there is no evaluation
and the item for sale is only purchased is smaller than the absolute value of the score when wavering over the item size.
That is to say, the weight when wavering over the item size is heavier than the weight when there is no evaluation. The
reason of this is because when wavering over the item size, there is a probability that a plurality of item sizes are studied.
[0069] The online shopping mall server 1 may estimate the fit size by using only either one of the presence or absence
of returned item for sale and the content of the review of item for sale. Further, the online shopping mall server 1 may
use either one of the presence or absence of returned item for sale and the content of the review of item for sale, and
a case when wavering over the item size.
[0070] Next, a specification method of the body size of each user will be described. In the present embodiment, each
user registers information related to their body size in the online shopping mall in advance. The information related to
the body size is referred to as "body shape information". The body shape information is an example of body size
information of the present invention. The body shape information includes, for example, the height and the weight. The
online shopping mall server 1 specifies existing purchasers who have the body size included in the same range of body
size as that in which the body size of the designator is included. The range of body size is referred to as a "body shape
segment". FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of a relationship between the height and weight and the body shape
segment. As shown in FIG. 4, the height is divided into, for example, five segments of low, intermediate-low, intermediate,
intermediate-high, and high. In FIG. 4, the vertical dashed lines are boundaries of the height segment. The weight is
divided into, for example, five segments of light, intermediate-light, intermediate, intermediate-heavy, and heavy. In FIG.
4, the horizontal dashed lines are boundaries of the height segment. Each area enclosed by the dashed lines corresponds
to the body shape segment. The body shape segments for women and the body shape segments for men may be defined
separately. When a difference between the body size of the designator and the body size of an existing purchaser is
smaller than or equal to a predetermined difference, the online shopping mall server 1 may determine that the existing
purchaser has the body size included in the same range of body size as that in which the body size of the designator is
included.
[0071] The body shape information may include at least only one of the height and the weight. The online shopping
mall server 1 may specify the body shape segment on the basis of the only one information. The body shape information
may include detailed information. For example, the body shape information may include the length of the upper body,
the length of the lower body, the bust size, the waist size, the hip size, and the like. The online shopping mall server 1
may specify the body shape segment on the basis of the detailed information. The online shopping mall server 1 may
change the information to be used according to the type of the designated item. For example, the online shopping mall
server 1 may use the length of the upper body for the tops and may use the length of the lower body for the bottoms.
[0072] In the present embodiment, the online shopping mall server 1 specifies existing purchasers who belong to the
same body shape segment as that of the designator. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 determines a score as
shown in FIG. 3A for each existing purchaser who belongs to the same body shape segment as that of the designator.
When the existing purchaser performs a plurality of evaluations, the online shopping mall server 1 may sum up the
scores of each evaluation. For example, it is assumed that the user wavers over whether to purchase the size M or the
size L and the user purchased the size L as a result. Thereafter, it is assumed that the user registers a review of item
for sale and sets a degree of favorite to 2. In this case, the score of the size M is -1.5. On the other hand, the score of
the size L is +1.5 - 1.0 = +0.5. The online shopping mall server 1 may determine the score on the basis of only the
evaluation whose weight is the highest among a plurality of evaluations. In the example described above, the weight of
the content of the review of item for sale is heavier than the weight when wavering over the item size, so that the score
of the size L is -1.0. That is to say, the online shopping mall server 1 ignores the evaluation of the lighter weight as a
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result of valuing the evaluation of the heavier weight.
[0073] The online shopping mall server 1 determines a total score for each item size by summing up the scores of
each existing purchaser for each item size. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 specifies the item size whose total
score is the highest as the fit size. When there is no evaluation, the score may be 0. Thereby, it is possible to cause a
case in which the item for sale is only purchased and there is no evaluation not to be reflected on the estimation of the
fit size.
[0074] The number of existing purchasers who perform evaluation is referred to as "the number of evaluators". The
number of the existing purchasers is referred to as "the number of purchasers". The greater the number of purchasers
is, the greater the number of evaluators tends to be. We consider that the greater the number of evaluators is, the higher
the estimation accuracy of the fit size is. Therefore, when the user purchases the fit size indicated by the recommended
size information 110 displayed on the item-for-sale page by designating an item for sale whose number of evaluators is
small, the size of the purchased item for sale may not fit the body size of the user. The result that the item size does not
fit the body size of the user is reflected on the evaluation. If the estimation accuracy of the fit size rises as the number
of evaluators increases, the user need not use the size selection return service. Or, even when the user uses the size
selection return service, the user can reduce the number of items for sale to be selected. Further, the user less frequently
wavers over selecting the item size, the content of the review of item for sale improves, and the degree of recommendation
rises.
[0075] By the way, each existing purchaser purchased the designated item at various times. The evaluation for the
item size of the designated item from the existing purchaser is an evaluation at the time of purchase of the designated
item. In other words, the evaluation from the existing purchaser is based on the body size of the existing purchaser at
the time of purchase of the designated item. On the other hand, the body shape information registered by the user is
considered to reflect the current body size of the user. There is a probability that the body size of the existing purchaser
has changed from the time when the existing purchaser purchased the designated item to the present time. Therefore,
when the body size of the existing purchaser is specified based on the body shape information, if the time of purchase
of the designated item is old, the reliability of the evaluation from the existing purchaser may be low. Therefore, the
online shopping mall server 1 may weight the score of each existing purchaser according to the time of purchase of the
designated item. Specifically, the later the time of purchase is, the heavier the online shopping mall server 1 weights
the score. In other words, the later the time of purchase of the existing purchaser is, the more the online shopping mall
server 1 values the evaluation of the existing purchaser. FIG. 3B is a diagram showing an example of a relationship
between the time of purchase and a weight coefficient W1. The weight coefficient W1 is a coefficient indicating a weight
according to the time of purchase of the designated item. As shown in FIG. 3B, if the time of purchase is five or more
years ago from the present time, the weight coefficient W1 is, for example, 0.5. If the time of purchase is two or more
years ago and less than five years ago, the weight coefficient W1 is, for example, 0.8. If the time of purchase is a half
or more years ago and less than two years ago, the weight coefficient W1 is, for example, 1.0. If the time of purchase
is less than a half year ago, the weight coefficient W1 is, for example, 1.2. The online shopping mall server 1 calculates
the final score for each existing purchaser by multiplying the score obtained based on FIG. 3A by the weight coefficient
W1 obtained based on FIG. 3B for each existing purchaser. The online shopping mall server 1 may estimate the fit size
without using the evaluation of the purchaser whose time of purchase is older than a predetermined time.
[0076] The online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size by using both the scores when there is evaluation and
the score when there is no evaluation. As described above, it cannot be simply concluded that the item size purchased
by the user fits the body size of the user. Therefore, the absolute value of the score when there is evaluation is greater
than the absolute value of the score when there is no evaluation. However, in order to improve the estimation accuracy
of the fit size, it is better to estimate the fit size based on only the evaluation. On the other hand, if the fit size is estimated
based on only the evaluation when the number of the evaluators is small, the estimation accuracy of the fit size may be
low. Further, the number of evaluators may be considerably smaller than the number of purchasers. Therefore, the
online shopping mall server 1 may change the weight of the score when there is evaluation and the weight of the score
when there is no evaluation according to the number of evaluators. Specifically, the online shopping mall server 1
changes the weights so that the greater the number of evaluators is, the heavier the weight of the score when there is
evaluation and the lighter the weight of the score when there is no evaluation. FIG. 3C is a diagram showing an example
of a relationship between the number of evaluators and a weight coefficient W2. The weight coefficient W2 is a coefficient
indicating the weight of the score when there is evaluation. The weight of the score when there is no evaluation is 1 -
W2. As shown in FIG. 3C, when the number of evaluators is smaller than 5, the weight coefficient W2 is, for example,
0.5. When the number of evaluators is greater than or equal to 5 and smaller than 10, the weight coefficient W2 is 0.6.
When the number of evaluators is greater than or equal to 10 and smaller than 20, the weight coefficient W2 is 0.7.
When the number of evaluators is greater than or equal to 20 and smaller than 40, the weight coefficient W2 is 0.8.
When the number of evaluators is greater than or equal to 40 and smaller than 100, the weight coefficient W2 is 0.9.
When the number of evaluators is greater than or equal to 100, the weight coefficient W2 is 1.0. The online shopping
mall server 1 may determine the weight according to the ratio of the number of evaluators to the number of purchasers.
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Specifically, the greater the ratio of the number of evaluators is, the heavier the online shopping mall server 1 makes
the weight of the score when there is evaluation.
[0077] The user may purchase an item for sale for another person. In this case, the probability that the degree of
fitness of the size of the purchased item for sale to the body size of the user is reflected on the evaluation from the user
who purchased the item for sale for another person is low. The reason of this is because when the user purchases an
item for sale for another person, the user selects the item size regardless of the body size of the user. Therefore, the
online shopping mall server 1 need not use the evaluation from an existing purchaser who is determined to have
purchased the designated item for another person to estimate the fit size. As an example in which the evaluation from
an existing purchaser is not used, there is a case in which the existing purchaser is an adult and the existing purchaser
purchased a designated item for children. An administrator of the online shopping mall can arbitrarily determine the
minimum age of adult. As an example in which the evaluation from an existing purchaser is not used, there is a case in
which the existing purchaser purchased an item for sale for a gender different from that of the existing purchaser. In
other words, this is a case in which the existing purchaser purchased an item for sale for a person of the opposite gender.
For example, the online shopping mall server 1 calculates a ratio between items for sale for women and items for sale
for men among the items for sale purchased by the existing purchaser. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 determines
that the items for sale for a gender whose ratio is smaller than or equal to a predetermined threshold value are items
for sale which the existing purchaser has purchased for a person of the opposite gender. The threshold value is set to
a value smaller than 50%. That is to say, the gender corresponding to the items for sale which has a greater ratio is the
gender of the user who purchased the items for sale. When the user registers the gender of the user in the online
shopping mall, the online shopping mall server 1 may acquire the registered gender.
[0078] When the online shopping mall server 1 determines that the designator designates an item for sale that is not
worn by the designator as the designated item, the online shopping mall server 1 need not cause the recommended
size information 110 to be displayed. As an example in which the online shopping mall server 1 does not cause the
recommended size information 110 to be displayed, there are a case in which the designator is an adult and the designated
item is an item for sale for children and a case in which the designated item is an item for sale for a gender different
from that of the designator. Further, when the designated item is an item for sale for pregnant women, the online shopping
mall server 1 need not cause the recommended size information 110 to be displayed. This is because the item for sale
for pregnant women is an item for sale adjusted to a body type of pregnant women. Further, the user may be able to
register whether or not the user is pregnant in the online shopping mall. When the designator is pregnant, the online
shopping mall server 1 need not cause the recommended size information 110 to be displayed.
[0079] It is possible to specify whether an item for sale is for children or not, whether an item for sale is for women or
for men, and whether an item for sale is for pregnant women or not, by the category of the item for sale. The categories
of the item for sale is segments, classes or the like of the item for sale. Items for sale are divided into the categories on
the basis of predetermined criteria.

1-4. Configuration of Online Shopping Mall Server

[0080] Next, a configuration of the online shopping mall server 1 will be described with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6.
[0081] FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing an example of a schematic configuration of the online shopping mall server
1 according to the present embodiment. As shown in FIG. 5, the online shopping mall server 1 includes a communication
unit 11, a storage unit 12, an input/output interface 13, and a system control unit 14. The system control unit 14 and the
input/output interface 13 are connected through a system bus 15.
[0082] The communication unit 11 connects to the network NW and controls communication state with the shop
terminal 2 and the user terminal 3.
[0083] The storage unit 12 includes, for example, a hard disk drive and the like. The storage unit 12 is an example of
a history storage means, a return history storage means, and a non-purchase history storage means of the present
invention. In the storage unit 12, databases such as a member information DB 12a, a category information DB 12b, an
items-for-sale information DB 12c, a shopping cart deletion history DB 12d, a purchase history DB 12e, a review infor-
mation DB 12f are constructed. The "DB" is an abbreviation of database.
[0084] FIG. 6A is a diagram showing an example of content registered in the member information DB 12a. In the
member information DB 12a, member information related to users registered as a member in the information processing
system S is registered. Specifically, in the member information DB 12a, user attributes which are a user ID, a password,
a nickname, a name, a date of birth, a gender, a postal code, an address, a phone number, an email address, body
shape information, and the like are registered in association with each other for each user.
[0085] FIG. 6B is a diagram showing an example of content registered in the category information DB 12b. In the
category information DB 12b, category information related to categories of items for sale is registered. Specifically, in
the category information DB 12b, attributes of a category which are a category ID, a category name, a level of the
category, a parent category ID, a child category ID list, and the like are registered in association with each other for each
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category. For example, the category information is set by an administrator of the online shopping mall.
[0086] The categories of items for sale are hierarchically defined by a tree structure. Specifically, each node in the
tree structure corresponds to a category. The depth of the node corresponds to a level (class) of the category corre-
sponding to the node. The depth of the node is a distance from a node (hereinafter referred to as "root node") located
at the root. The greater the value of the level, the deeper the depth of the level is. The smaller the value of the level, the
shallower the depth of the level is. The categories corresponding to child nodes of the root node are categories of level
1. The categories of level 1 are the highest categories. For each category of level 1, a categories corresponding to a
child nodes are defined as the categories of level 2. Here, a category J2 corresponding to a child node of a certain
category J1 is referred to as a "child category" of the category J1. At this time, the category J1 is referred to as a "parent
category" of the category J2. The child category is a range to which similar items for sale belong when the parent category
is further divided into a plurality of categories. Therefore, the child category belongs to the parent category. A category
corresponding to an ancestor node of a certain category is referred to as an "ancestor category". For example, a category
J3 is assumed to be a child category of the category J2. In this case, each of the categories J1 and J2 is an ancestor
category of the category J3. Items for sale of the category J3 belong to the category J3 and also belong to the ancestor
categories of the category J3. Therefore, the items for sale of the category J3 belong to both of the categories J1 to J3.
[0087] An example of how the category is divided will be described. As categories of level 1, for example, there are
"lady’s fashion", "men’s fashion", and "kids/baby/maternity". As child categories of the "lady’s fashion", for example,
there are "one-piece", "tops", and "bottoms". As child categories of the "tops", for example, there are "T-shirt", "polo
shirt", and "blouse". How the category is divided depends on an administrator.
[0088] The category ID is identification information of the category defined by the category information. The parent
category ID is a category ID of the parent category of the category defined by the category information. The child category
ID list is a list of category IDs of child categories of the category defined by the category information. The child category
ID list is set when the category defined by the category information has child categories.
[0089] FIG. 6C is a diagram showing an example of content registered in the items-for-sale information DB 12c. In
the items-for-sale information DB 12c, item for sale information related to the items for sale sold in the online shopping
mall is registered. The item for sale information is information registered by a shop. Specifically, in the items-for-sale
information DB 12c, attributes of item for sale which are a shop ID, an item ID, a product code, a category ID, a brand
ID, an item name, a URL of item for sale image, an item description, an item price, an item size list, a size selection
return service flag are registered, and the like are registered in association with each other for each item for sale sold
by a shop. The shop ID is identification information of the shop which sells the item for sale. The item ID is identification
information of item for sale for a shop to manage the item for sale sold by the shop. A combination of the shop ID and
the item ID corresponds to an item-for-sale page on one-on-one basis. The product code is a code number to identify
the item for sale. When the same items for sale are sold by a plurality of shops, the same product code is given to the
items for sale. As a product code, for example, there is JAN code (Japanese Article Number Code). The category ID
indicates a category to which the item for sale belongs. The brand ID is identification information of the brand of the item
for sale. The category ID set in the item for sale information is basically a category ID of the category whose level number
is the largest number. In other words, a category ID of the most subdivided category is set. The item name is a name
of the item for sale given by the shop. The item size list represents a list of the item sizes. The size selection return
service flag indicates whether or not the size selection return service is applied.
[0090] FIG. 6D is a diagram showing an example of content registered in the shopping cart deletion history DB 12d.
In the shopping cart deletion history DB 12d, a shopping cart deletion history that shows a history of deletion of items
for sale from the shopping cart is registered. The shopping cart deletion history is an example of a non-purchase history
of the present invention. Specifically, in the shopping cart deletion history DB 12d, a user ID, a deletion date and time,
a shop ID, an item ID, and an item size list are registered every time an item for sale is deleted from the shopping cart.
The user ID indicates a user who deleted the item for sale from the shopping cart. The deletion date and time indicates
the date and time when the item for sale is deleted from the shopping cart. The shop ID indicates a shop that sells the
item for sale deleted from the shopping cart. The item ID indicates the item for sale deleted from the shopping cart. The
item size list is a list of the item sizes of the item for sale deleted from the shopping cart.
[0091] FIG. 6E is a diagram showing an example of content registered in the purchase history DB 12e. In the purchase
history DB 12e, a purchase history of items for sale by a user is registered. The purchase history is an example of a
purchase history, a return history, and a non-purchase history of the present invention. Specifically, in the purchase
history DB 12e, an order code, a purchase date and time, a user ID, a shop ID, an item ID, a product code, a category
ID, a brand ID, a purchase size list, a purchase price, a cancel flag, a cancel date and time, a return flag, a return date
and time, a return size list, and the like are registered in association with each other for each purchase of an item for
sale. The order code is identification information of an order. The order code is given each time an item for sale is
ordered. The user ID indicates a purchaser. The shop ID indicates a shop from which the item for sale is purchased.
The item ID and the product code indicate a purchased item for sale. The category ID indicates a brand of the purchased
item for sale. The purchase size list is a list of the sizes of the purchased item for sale. The cancel flag is information
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indicating whether or not the order is canceled. The cancel flag is set to ON or OFF. The ON indicates that the order is
canceled. The OFF indicates that the order is not canceled. The cancel date and time indicates a date and time when
an operation of the cancel is performed. The return flag is information indicating whether or not a part of items for sale
with some sizes is returned. The return flag is set to ON or OFF. The ON indicates that the item for sale is returned. The
OFF indicates that the item for sale is not returned. The return date and time indicates a date and time when an operation
of the return is performed. The return size list is a list of the sizes of the returned item or items for sale.
[0092] FIG. 6F is a diagram showing an example of content registered in the review information DB 12f. In the review
information DB 12f, review information related to a review of item for sale is registered. Specifically, in the review
information DB 12f, a user ID, a registration date and time, a shop ID, an item ID, an item size list, a degree of recom-
mendation, and a title and a body text of a review of item for sale are registered every time a review of item for sale is
registered. The user ID indicates a user who registered the review of item for sale. The registration date and time indicates
the time and date when the review of item for sale is registered. The shop ID indicates a shop which sells the item for
sale for which the review of item for sale is registered. The item ID indicates the item for sale for which the review of
item for sale is registered. The item size list is a list of the item sizes for which the review of item for sale is registered.
However, if the return is performed, the item size list includes only the item sizes that is not returned.
[0093] Next, other information stored in the storage unit 12 will be described. The storage unit 12 stores various data
such as HTML (HyperText Markup Language) documents for displaying web pages, XML (Extensible Markup Language)
documents, image data, text data, and electronic documents. The storage unit 12 also stores various setting values.
The storage unit 12 also stores scores corresponding to each evaluation.
[0094] Further, the storage unit 12 stores various programs which are an operating system, a WWW (World Wide
Web) server program, a DBMS (Database Management System), an electronic commerce management program, and
the like. The electronic commerce management program is a program for performing various processes related to the
electronic commerce. The electronic commerce management program is an example of an information processing
program of the present invention. For example, the various programs may be acquired from another server device or
the like through the network NW or may be recorded in a recording medium such as a DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) and
read through a drive device.
[0095] The input/output interface 13 performs interface processing among the communication unit 11, the storage unit
12, and the system control unit 14.
[0096] The system control unit 14 includes a CPU 14a, a ROM (Read Only Memory) 14b, a RAM (Random Access
Memory) 14c, and the like. In the system control unit 14, the CPU 14a reads and executes various programs, so that
the system control unit 14 functions as a size acquisition means, a body size information acquisition means, an evaluation
specification means, an estimation means, and an output means of the present invention.
[0097] The online shopping mall server 1 may include a plurality of server devices. For example, a server device that
performs processing such as searching for an item for sale and ordering an item for sale in the online shopping mall, a
server device that estimates a fit size, a server device that transmits a web page according to a request from the user
terminal 3, a server device that manages databases, and the like may be connected to each other by a LAN or the like.

1-5. Operation of Information Processing System

[0098] Next, an operation of the information processing system S will be described with reference to FIGS. 7 to 11.
[0099] FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a process example of an item-for-sale page transmission process of the system
control unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. The item-for-sale page
transmission process is preformed every time the online shopping mall server 1 receives a request for an item-for-sale
page from the user terminal 3. The request transmitted from the user terminal 3 to the online shopping mall server 1 is
a message representing a request from the designator. The request for the item-for-sale page includes the shop ID and
the item ID of the designated item and the user ID of the designator. The system control unit 14 specifies the designated
item on the basis of the received request. Specifically, the system control unit 14 acquires the shop ID, the item ID, and
the user ID from the request. Then, the system control unit 14 acquires item for sale information that includes the acquired
shop ID, and the item ID from the items-for-sale information DB 12c. Further, the system control unit 14 acquires member
information that includes the acquired user ID from the member information DB 12a.
[0100] As shown in FIG. 7, the system control unit 14 acquires an HTML document of the item-for-sale page of the
designated item from the storage unit 12 (step S1). Next, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the
designated item is an item for sale for children on the basis of the category ID included in the item for sale information
of the designated item (step S2). At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the designated item is not an
item for sale for children (step S2: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S4. On the other hand, if the system
control unit 14 determines that the designated item is an item for sale for children (step S2: YES), the system control
unit 14 determines whether or not the designator is an adult on the basis of the age included in the member information
of the designator (step S3). At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the designator is an adult (step S3:
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YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S7. In this case, the system control unit 14 does not estimate the fit
size. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the designator is not an adult (step S3: NO), the
system control unit 14 proceeds to step S4.
[0101] When the attribute of the designator and the attribute of the designated item do not correspond to each other,
the system control unit 14 is allowed not to estimate the fit size. For example, the system control unit 14 determines
whether the designator is an adult or a child as well as whether the designated item is for adults or for children. When
the designator is an adult and the designated item is for children, the system control unit 14 does not estimate the fit
size. When the designator is a child and the designated item is for adults, the system control unit 14 does not estimate
the fit size. Further, the system control unit 14 determines whether the designator is a woman or a man as well as
whether the designated item is for women or for men. When the designator is a woman and the designated item is for
men, the system control unit 14 does not estimate the fit size. When the designator is a man and the designated item
is for women, the system control unit 14 does not estimate the fit size.
[0102] The system control unit 14 can determine the attribute of the designator on the basis of information set in the
member information of the designator. On the other hand, the system control unit 14 can determine the attribute of the
designated item on the basis of the category ID included in the item for sale information of the designated item. Or, the
system control unit 14 may determine the attribute of the designated item on the basis of the purchase history of the
designated item. For example, the system control unit 14 calculates a ratio of the number of purchasers for each attribute
of existing purchasers on the basis of the purchase history. Then, the system control unit 14 determines an attribute
corresponding to the attribute of the existing purchasers whose ratio is the greatest to be the attribute of the designated
item. For example, when the ratio of women among the existing purchasers is greater than that of men, the system
control unit 14 determines that the designated item is an item for sale for women.
[0103] In step S4, the system control unit 14 performs a fit size estimation process. In the fit size estimation process,
a fit size is estimated. The details of the fit size estimation process will be described later. After completing the fit size
estimation process, the system control unit 14 generates the recommended size information 110 based on the estimated
fit size (step S5). Next, the system control unit 14 adds the generated recommended size information 110 to the HTML
document of the item-for-sale page of the designated item (step S6). Next, the system control unit 14 transmits the HTML
document of the item-for-sale page of the designated item to the user terminal 3 that is the transmission source of the
request (step S7). Thereby, the system control unit 14, which functions as the output means, outputs the fit size. After
completing this process, the system control unit 14 ends the item-for-sale page transmission process.
[0104] The user terminal 3 that receives the HTML document displays the item-for-sale page on the screen. When
the online shopping mall server 1 performs the fit size estimation process, for example, as shown in FIG. 2, the recom-
mended size information 110 is displayed on the item-for-sale page. In this way, the system control unit 14 causes the
user terminal 3 to present the fit size to the user.
[0105] The system control unit 14 may transmit the HTML document of the item-for-sale page and the recommended
size information 110 separately from each other. For example, in the HTML document of the item-for-sale page, a script
for receiving the recommended size information 110 from the online shopping mall server 1 is described. First, the system
control unit 14 transmits the HTML document of the item-for-sale page to the user terminal 3 according to the request
for the item-for-sale page from the user terminal 3. Thereafter, the system control unit 14 estimates the fit size. The user
terminal 3 that receives the HTML document displays the item-for-sale page based on the HTML document and transmits
a request for the recommended size information 110 to the online shopping mall server 1 on the basis of the script
included in the HTML document. The system control unit 14 transmits the recommended size information 110 to the
user terminal 3 according to the received request. The user terminal 3 that receives the recommended size information
110 displays the recommended size information 110 in the item-for-sale page that has already been displayed. Thereby,
even if the online shopping mall server 1 takes a time to estimate the fit size, the user terminal 3 can display the item-
for-sale page as quickly as before.
[0106] FIGS. 8 and 9 are flowcharts showing a process example of the fit size estimation process of the system control
unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment.
[0107] As shown in FIG. 8, the system control unit 14, which functions as the body size information acquisition means,
acquires body shape information from the member information of the designator (step S21). Next, the system control
unit 14 initializes the number of evaluators, a score with evaluation for each item size, and a score without evaluation
for each item size to 0 (step S22). The score with evaluation is a total value of the scores when there is evaluation. The
score without evaluation is a total value of the scores when there is no evaluation. At this time, the system control unit
14 acquires item sizes from the item size list included in the item for sale information of the designated item. Then, the
system control unit 14 initializes the scores corresponding to the acquired item sizes. When the item-for-sale page varies
for each item size, the item size list includes only one item size among a plurality of item sizes prepared for the designated
item. In this time, the system control unit 14 acquires item sizes from the item for sale information of the same items for
sale as the designated item. For example, the system control unit 14 searches for item for sale information including the
same product code as that of the designated item and/or item for sale information including the same item name as that
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of the designated item from the items-for-sale information DB 12c. Then, the system control unit 14 acquires item sizes
from the item size lists included in the retrieved item for sale information.
[0108] Next, the system control unit 14 searches for the purchase histories of the designated item (step S23). Specif-
ically, the system control unit 14 searches for purchase histories that include the shop ID and the item ID of the designated
item from the purchase history DB 12e. The system control unit 14 may determine an item for sale whose product code
is the same as that of the designated item as a designated item. In this case, the system control unit 14 acquires the
product code from the item for sale information of the designated item. Then, the system control unit 14 searches for
purchase histories that include the acquired product code. The system control unit 14 may search for only purchase
histories of existing purchasers whose gender is the same as that of the designator. The system control unit 14 may
exclude but need not exclude a purchase history that includes the user ID of the designator from the purchase history
to be searched for. It is not a problem that the designator is included in the existing purchasers. It is important that one
or more users other than the designator are included in the existing purchasers.
[0109] Next, the system control unit 14 selects purchase history of one existing purchaser from the purchase histories
retrieved in step S23 (step S24). In other words, the system control unit 14 selects a purchase history including a certain
user ID. At this time, if a plurality of purchase histories include the same user ID, the system control unit 14 selects the
plurality of purchase histories including the same user ID. Here, the existing purchaser indicated by the selected purchase
history is referred to as a "selected purchaser".
[0110] Next, the system control unit 14 performs a purchase purpose determination process (step S25). In the purchase
purpose determination process, it is determined whether or not the purpose of the selected purchaser’s having purchased
the designated item is for another person. The details of the purchase purpose determination process will be described
later. Next, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the return value of the purchase purpose determination
process is "for another person" (step S26). When the return value is "for another person", the purpose of the selected
purchaser’s having purchased the designated item is for another person. At this time, if the system control unit 14
determines that the return value is "for another person" (step S26: YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step
S35. In this case, the system control unit 14 does not calculate the score of the selected purchaser. In other words, the
system control unit 14 does not use the purchase history of the designated item of the selected purchaser to estimate
the fit size. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the return value is not "for another person"
(step S26: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S27.
[0111] In step S27, the system control unit 14, which functions as the body size information acquisition means, acquires
the body shape information of the selected purchaser. Specifically, the system control unit 14 acquires the user ID of
the selected purchaser from the purchase history. Next, the system control unit 14 acquires member information that
includes the acquired user ID from the member information DB 12a. Next, the system control unit 14 acquires the body
shape information from the acquired member information.
[0112] When the system control unit 14 acquires the body shape information, the system control unit 14 determines
whether or not the body shape segment of the designator and the body shape segment of the selected purchaser
correspond to each other (step S28). The body shape segment is specified on the basis of the body shape information.
At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the body shape segment of the designator and the body shape
segment of the selected purchaser do not correspond to each other (step S28: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds
to step S35.
[0113] On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the body shape segment of the designator and
the body shape segment of the selected purchaser correspond to each other (step S28: YES), the system control unit
14 performs a score calculation process (step S29). In the score calculation process, the score of the selected purchaser
with respect to each item size of the designated item is calculated. The details of the score calculation process will be
described later.
[0114] Next, the system control unit 14 weights the score of each item size according to the time of purchase of the
designated item of the selected purchaser (step S30). Specifically, the system control unit 14 acquires the weight
coefficient W1 corresponding to the purchase date and time included in the purchase history of the selected purchaser
from the storage unit 12. If there is a plurality of purchase histories, the system control unit 14 acquires, for example,
the weight coefficient W1 corresponding to the average of the purchase dates and times. The system control unit 14
calculates a final score for each item size of the selected purchaser by multiplying the score of each item size by the
weight coefficient W1.
[0115] Next, as shown in FIG. 9, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not there is an evaluation from the
selected purchaser (step S31). At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that there is an evaluation from the
selected purchaser (step S31: YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S32. On the other hand, if the system
control unit 14 determines that there is no evaluation from the selected purchaser (step S31: NO), the system control
unit 14 proceeds to step S34.
[0116] In step S32, the system control unit 14 adds 1 to the number of evaluators. Next, the system control unit 14
adds the score of each item size of the selected purchaser to the score with evaluation of each item size (step S33).
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Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S35. In step S34, the system control unit 14 adds the score of each
item size of the selected purchaser to the score without evaluation of each item size. Next, the system control unit 14
proceeds to step S35.
[0117] In step S35, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not there is at least one purchase history histories
that has not yet been selected among the purchase histories retrieved in step S23. At this time, if the system control
unit 14 determines that there is at least one purchase history that has not yet been selected (step S35: YES), the system
control unit 14 selects a purchase history of one purchaser from among the purchase histories that have not yet been
selected (step S36). Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S25. The system control unit 14 repeats the
process from step S25 to step S36, so that the system control unit 14 calculates a total value of the score for each item
size of the existing purchasers with evaluation and a total value of the score for each item size of the existing purchasers
without evaluation.
[0118] When the system control unit 14 determines that all the purchase histories have been selected (step S35: NO),
the system control unit 14 acquires the weight coefficient W2 according to the number of evaluators from the storage
unit 12 (step S37). Next, the system control unit 14 calculates a total score for each item size (step S38). Specifically,
the system control unit 14 calculates the following formula for each item size. 

[0119] Next, the system control unit 14, which functions as the estimation means, specifies the item size whose total
score is the highest as the fit size (step S39). After completing this process, the system control unit 14 ends the item
size estimation process.
[0120] FIG. 10 is a flowchart showing a process example of the purchase purpose determination process of the system
control unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment.
[0121] As shown in FIG. 10, the system control unit 14 searches for purchase histories including the user ID of the
selected purchaser from the purchase history DB 12e (step S41). Next, the system control unit 14 calculates a ratio of
items for sale for women and a ratio of items for sale for men with respect to all the items for sale purchased by the
selected purchaser. The system control unit 14 can determine whether an item for sale is for women or for men on the
basis of the category ID included in the purchase history.
[0122] Next, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the designated item is an item for sale for men on
the basis of the category ID included in the item for sale information of the designated item (step S42). At this time, if
the system control unit 14 determines that the designated item is not an item for sale for men (step S42: NO), the system
control unit 14 proceeds to step S44. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the designated
item is an item for sale for men (step S42: YES), the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the ratio of the
items for sale for men is smaller than or equal to a threshold value stored in the storage unit 12 (step S43). At this time,
if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items for sale for men is smaller than or equal to the threshold
value (step S43: YES), the system control unit 14 sets the return value to "for another person" (step S48). After completing
this process, the system control unit 14 ends the purchase purpose determination process. On the other hand, if the
system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items for sale for men is greater than the threshold value (step
S43: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S45.
[0123] In step S44, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the ratio of the items for sale for women is
smaller than or equal to a threshold value. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items
for sale for women is smaller than or equal to the threshold value (step S44: YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds
to step S48. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items for sale for women is
greater than the threshold value (step S44: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S45. When the gender is
included in the member information of the designator, the system control unit 14 may perform the determination on the
basis of the gender set in the member information.
[0124] In step S45, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the designated item is an item for sale for
children. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the designated item is not an item for sale for children
(step S45: NO), the system control unit 14 sets the return value to "for myself" (step S47). After completing this process,
the system control unit 14 ends the purchase purpose determination process. On the other hand, if the system control
unit 14 determines that the designated item is an item for sale for children (step S45: YES), the system control unit 14
determines whether or not the selected purchaser is an adult on the basis of the age included in the member information
of the selected purchaser (step S46). At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser
is an adult (step S46: YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S48. On the other hand, if the system control
unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser is not an adult (step S46: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to
step S47.
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[0125] FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing a process example of the score calculation process of the system control unit
14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment.
[0126] As shown in FIG. 11, the system control unit 14 initializes the score of each item size of the selected purchaser
to 0 (step S60). Next, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the designated item is returned from the
selected purchaser (step S61). Specifically, when the return flag included in the purchase history of the selected purchaser
is ON, the system control unit 14 determines that the designated item is returned from the selected purchaser (step S61:
YES). In this case, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S62. On the other hand, when the return flag is OFF, the
system control unit 14 determines that the designated item is not returned from the selected purchaser (step S61: NO).
In this case, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S64.
[0127] In step S62, the system control unit 14, which functions as the evaluation specification means, adds a score
A1 to the score of the item size that is not returned. The score A1 is a score (for example, +3.0) of the item size that is
not returned. The system control unit 14, which functions as the size acquisition means, acquires a purchase size list
and a return size list from the purchase history of the selected purchaser. Then, the system control unit 14 specifies an
item size that is not included in the return size list among item sizes included in the purchase size list as the item size
that is not returned.
[0128] Next, the system control unit 14, which functions as the evaluation specification means, adds a score A2 to the
score of the item size that is returned (step S63). The score A2 is a score (for example, -3.0) of the item size that is
returned. The item size included in the return size list is the item size that is returned. After completing this process, the
system control unit 14 proceeds to step S64.
[0129] In step S64, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not a review of item for sale of the designated
item from the selected purchaser is registered. Specifically, the system control unit 14 searches for review information
including the user ID of the selected purchaser and the shop ID and the item ID of the designated item from the review
information DB 12f. At this time, if there is corresponding review information, the system control unit 14 determines that
the review of item for sale is registered (step S64: YES). In this case, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S65.
On the other hand, if there is no corresponding review information, the system control unit 14 determines that the review
of item for sale is not registered (step S64: NO). In this case, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S66.
[0130] In step S65, the system control unit 14, which functions as the evaluation specification means, acquires the
degree of recommendation from the retrieved review information. Then, the system control unit 14 adds a score Bn
according to the degree of recommendation included in the review information to the score of the item size for which
the review of item for sale is registered. The score Bn is a score (for example, any one of -2.0, -1.0, +1.0, +1.5, and
+2.0) according to a value n of the degree of recommendation. Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S66.
[0131] In step S66, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the selected purchaser has ever deleted the
designated item from the shopping cart. Specifically, the system control unit 14 searches for a shopping cart deletion
history including the user ID of the selected purchaser and the shop ID and the item ID of the designated item from the
shopping cart deletion history DB 12d. At this time, if there is a corresponding shopping cart deletion history, the system
control unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser has ever deleted the designated item from the shopping cart (step
S66: YES). In this case, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S67. On the other hand, if there is no corresponding
shopping cart deletion history, the system control unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser has never deleted the
designated item from the shopping cart (step S66: NO). In this case, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S69.
[0132] In step S67, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not an item size different from the item size
purchased by the selected purchaser is deleted from the shopping cart. Specifically, among the item sizes registered in
the item size list included in the retrieved shopping cart deletion history, the system control unit 14 determines whether
or not there is an item size that does not corresponds to any one of the item sizes registered in the purchase size list
included in the purchase history of the designated item of the selected purchaser. At this time, among the item sizes
registered in the item size list, if there is an item size that does not corresponds to any one of the item sizes registered
in the purchase size list, the system control unit 14 determines that an item size different from the item size purchased
by the selected purchaser is deleted from the shopping cart (step S67: YES). In this case, the system control unit 14
sets a shopping cart deletion evaluation flag to ON (step S68). Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S70.
On the other hand, if all the item sizes set in the item size list correspond to the item sizes set in the purchase size list,
the system control unit 14 determines that an item size different from the item size purchased by the selected purchaser
is not deleted from the shopping cart (step S67: NO). In this case, the system control unit 14 sets the shopping cart
deletion evaluation flag to OFF (step S69). Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S70.
[0133] In step S70, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the selected purchaser cancelled orders of
only a part of designated items of a plurality of item sizes ordered by the selected purchaser. Specifically, when there
is a plurality of purchase histories of the selected purchaser, only the cancel flags included in a part of the plurality of
purchase histories are ON, and the item sizes registered in the purchase size lists included in the purchase histories
where the cancel flag is ON are different from the item sizes registered in the purchase size lists included in the purchase
histories where the cancel flag is OFF, the system control unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser has cancelled
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orders of only a part of designated items of a plurality of item sizes ordered by the selected purchaser (step S70: YES).
In this case, the system control unit 14 sets a cancel evaluation flag to ON (step S71) . Next, the system control unit 14
proceeds to step S73. On the other hand, when there is only one purchase history of the selected purchaser, the cancel
flags included in a plurality of purchase histories are the same, or the item sizes registered in the purchase size lists
included in the purchase histories where the cancel flag is ON correspond to the item sizes registered in the purchase
size lists included in the purchase histories where the cancel flag is OFF, the system control unit 14 determines that the
selected purchaser has not cancelled orders of only a part of designated items of a plurality of item sizes ordered by the
selected purchaser (step S70: NO). In this case, the system control unit 14 sets a cancel evaluation flag to OFF (step
S72). Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S73.
[0134] In step S73, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not at least one of the shopping cart deletion
evaluation flag and the cancel evaluation flag is ON. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that both the
shopping cart deletion evaluation flag and the cancel evaluation flag are OFF (step S73: NO), the system control unit
14 proceeds to step S76. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that at least one of the shopping
cart deletion evaluation flag and the cancel evaluation flag is ON (step S73: YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds
to step S74.
[0135] In step S74, the system control unit 14, which functions as the evaluation specification means, adds a score
C1 to the score of the item size that is finally purchased. The score C1 is a score (for example, +1.5) of the item size
that is finally purchased. When only the shopping cart deletion evaluation flag is ON between the shopping cart deletion
evaluation flag and the cancel evaluation flag, the system control unit 14 specifies that the item size set in the purchase
size list included in the purchase history of the selected purchaser is the item size that is finally purchased. When at
least the cancel evaluation flag is ON, the system control unit 14 specifies that the item size set in the purchase size list
included in the purchase history where the cancel flag is OFF is the item size that is finally purchased.
[0136] Next, the system control unit 14, which functions as the evaluation specification means, adds a score C2 to
the score of the item size that is not finally purchased (step S75). The score C2 is a score (for example, -1.5) of the item
size that is not finally purchased. When only the shopping cart deletion evaluation flag is ON between the shopping cart
deletion evaluation flag and the cancel evaluation flag, the system control unit 14 specifies that the item sizes other than
the item size that is finally purchased among the item sizes registered in the item size list included in the shopping cart
deletion history are the sizes of items for sale that are not finally purchased. When only the cancel evaluation flag is ON,
the system control unit 14 specifies that the item sizes registered in the purchase size list included in the purchase history
where the cancel flag is ON are the sizes of items for sale that are not finally purchased. When both the shopping cart
deletion evaluation flag and the cancel evaluation flag are ON, the system control unit 14 specifies that the item sizes
other than the item size that is finally purchased and the item sizes set in the purchase size list included in the purchase
history where the cancel flag is OFF among the item sizes set in the item size list included in the shopping cart deletion
history are the sizes of items for sale that are not finally purchased. After completing the process of step S75, the system
control unit 14 proceeds to step S76.
[0137] In step S76, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not there is no evaluation for the designated
item from the selected purchaser. The case in which there is no evaluation is a case in which addition to the score has
never been done from step S60 to step S75. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that there is evaluation
(step S76: NO), the system control unit 14 ends the score calculation process. On the other hand, if the system control
unit 14 determines that there is no evaluation (step S76: YES), the system control unit 14 adds a score D to the score
of the item size that is purchased (step S77). The score D is a score (for example, +1.0) of the item size without evaluation.
Next, the system control unit 14 ends the score calculation process.
[0138] As described above, according to the present embodiment, the system control unit 14 acquires the item size
of the designated item purchased by an existing purchaser who purchased the designated item specified according to
the request from the designator on the basis of the purchase history stored in the storage unit 12, acquires the body
shape information related to the body size of the designator and the body shape information related to the body size of
the existing purchaser acquires the review of item for sale for the designated item from the existing purchaser, specifies
scores according to the evaluation for the designated item from the existing purchaser, estimates the fit size on the basis
of the item size purchased by the existing purchaser, the size relationship between the body size of the designator and
the body size of the existing purchaser, and the scores, and outputs the recommended size information including the
estimated fit size. Therefore, it is possible to cause an item size that fits the body of the user even if the user does not
try the item for sale on.
[0139] Further, when it is determined that an existing purchaser who purchased a plurality of designated items whose
sizes are different from each other returned a part of the designated items on the basis of the purchase history stored
in the storage unit 12, the system control unit 14 specifies scores so that the score of the item size that was not returned
is higher than the score of the sizes of items for sale that were returned. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation
accuracy of the fit size.
[0140] Further, the system control unit 14 acquires item for sale review information input by an existing purchaser and
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specifies a score according to content of the acquired item for sale review information. Therefore, it is possible to improve
the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0141] Further, when it is determined that an existing purchaser selected a size for the designated item and thereafter
cancelled the selected size and purchased another size on the basis of at least one of the shopping cart deletion history
and the purchase history stored in the storage unit 12, the system control unit 14 specifies scores so that the score of
the item size that was purchased is higher than the score of the item size whose purchase was cancelled. Therefore, it
is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0142] Further, the system control unit 14 estimates the fit size by valuing the presence or absence of returned item
for sale more than the content of the item for sale review information input from an existing purchaser. Therefore, it is
possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0143] Further, the system control unit 14 estimates the fit size by valuing the content of the item for sale review
information input from an existing purchaser more than whether or not the purchase was cancelled after determining
the purchase. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0144] Further, the system control unit 14 acquires the body shape information from the storage unit 12 that stores
the body shape information registered from a user for each user. Therefore, it is possible to perform estimation on the
basis of accurate information.
[0145] Further, the system control unit 14 estimates the item size in a manner in which the later the time when an
existing purchaser purchased the designated item, the more the evaluation from the existing purchaser is valued, on
the basis of the purchase history. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0146] Between items for sale for women and items for sale for men, when the designated item is included in items
for sale whose ratio with respect to the items for sale purchased by an existing purchaser is smaller than or equal a
threshold value set to a value smaller than 50%, the system control unit 14 does not use the purchase history of the
existing purchaser to estimate the fit size. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0147] When the existing purchaser is an adult and the designated item is for children, the system control unit 14 does
not use the purchase history of the existing purchaser to estimate the fit size. Therefore, it is possible to improve the
estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0148] When the designator is an adult and the designated item is an item for sale for children, the system control unit
14 does output the recommended size information. Therefore, it is possible not to perform estimation when the fit size
need not be estimated. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the processing load to estimate the fit size.
[0149] Further, the system control unit 14 specifies an existing purchaser whose body size is included in the same
body shape segment as that of the designator on the basis of the body shape information, estimates the item size that
fits the specified existing purchaser on the basis of the evaluation for the item size of the designated item purchased by
the specified existing purchaser, and estimates that the estimated item size is the fit size. Therefore, the estimation is
performed based on the item size purchased by a user whose body size is similar to that of the designator and the
evaluation from the user, so that the evaluation accuracy of the fit size can be improved.

2. Second Embodiment

[0150] Next, an overview of a second embodiment will be described. In the second embodiment, the online shopping
mall server 1 estimates the fit size on the basis of the evaluation from an existing purchaser whose body size is included
in a range different from a range that includes the body size of the designator. The description of the same points as
those in the first embodiment will be omitted.
[0151] In the first embodiment, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size on the basis of the evaluation
from an existing purchaser whose body size is included in the same range as that of the body size of the designator.
However, there may be no existing purchaser who has the body size similar to that of the designator or existing purchasers
who have the body size similar to that of the designator may be few. In this case, the fit size cannot be estimated or the
estimation accuracy degrades. On the other hand, there is a probability that the number of existing purchasers who have
the body size different from that of the designator is greater than the number of existing purchasers who have the body
size similar to that of the designator. Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the fit size on the basis of
the evaluation from the existing purchasers who have the body size different from that of the designator.
[0152] Specifically, there is a probability that the item size that fits a user whose body size is smaller than that of the
designator is smaller than the item size that fits the designator. On the other hand, there is a probability that the item
size that fits a user whose body size is greater than that of the designator is greater than the item size that fits the
designator. Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the item size that fits an existing purchaser whose
body size is smaller than that of the designator on the basis of the evaluation from an existing purchaser whose body
size is smaller than that of the designator. Further, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the item size that fits an
existing purchaser whose body size is greater than that of the designator on the basis of the evaluation from an existing
purchaser whose body size is greater than that of the designator. The online shopping mall server 1 estimates the item
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size between the item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is smaller than that of the designator and the
item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is greater than that of the designator as the fit size of the
designator. The item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is smaller than that of the designator is an
example of a first size of the present invention. The item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is greater
than that of the designator is an example of a second size of the present invention.
[0153] For example, it is assumed that the item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is smaller than
that of the designator is size XS and the item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is greater than that of
the designator is size LL. In this case, the online shopping mall server 1 determine the size M which is an exactly
intermediate item size between the size XS and the size LL to be the fit size. On the other hand, it is assumed that the
item size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is smaller than that of the designator is size XS and the item
size that fits an existing purchaser whose body size is greater than that of the designator is size L. In this case, there is
no item size which is an exactly intermediate size between the size XS and the size L. In this case, for example, the
online shopping mall server 1 may specify both the size S and the size M as the fit size. In this case, the online shopping
mall server 1 may generate, for example, "Many people having a body shape close to yours buy size S or size M." as
the recommended size information 110.
[0154] Next, an operation of the information processing system S will be described with reference to FIGS. 12 and
13. FIGS. 12 and 13 are flowcharts showing a process example of the fit size estimation process of the system control
unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. In FIGS. 12 and 13, the same processes
as those in FIGS. 8 and 9 are denoted by the same reference numerals. In the second and subsequent embodiments,
the contents of the purchase purpose determination process, the item-for-sale page transmission process, and the score
calculation process are the same as those in the first embodiment.
[0155] As shown in FIG. 12, after completing the process of step S21, the system control unit 14 initializes the number
of evaluators and a small score and a large score of each item for sale to 0 (step S81). The small score is a total value
of the scores of existing purchasers whose body size is smaller than that of the designator. The large score is a total
value of the scores of existing purchasers whose body size is greater than that of the designator. Next, the system
control unit 14 performs steps S23 to S27.
[0156] Next, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the body shape segment of the designator is a
segment whose body size is greater than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser (step S82). When
the segment to which the height of the designator belongs is a height segment higher than or equal to the segment to
which the height of the selected purchaser belongs, the segment to which the weight of the designator belongs is a
weight segment heavier than or equal to the segment to which the weight of the selected purchaser belongs, and the
body shape segment of the designator is not the same as that of the selected purchaser, the body shape segment of
the designator is a segment whose body size is greater than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser.
When the system control unit 14 determines that the body shape segment of the designator is a segment whose body
size is greater than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser (step S82: YES), the system control unit
14 proceeds to step S83. On the other hand, when the system control unit 14 determines that the body shape segment
of the designator is not a segment whose body size is greater than that of the body shape segment of the selected
purchaser (step S82: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S86.
[0157] In step S83, the system control unit 14 performs the score calculation process. The score calculation process
in step S83 is the same as the process of step S29 shown in FIG. 8. Next, the system control unit 14 weights the score
of each item size according to the time of purchase of the designated item of the selected purchaser (step S84). The
content of this process is the same as that of step S30 in FIG. 8. Next, the system control unit 14 adds the score of each
item size of the selected purchaser to the small score of each item size (step S85). Next, the system control unit 14
proceeds to step S35.
[0158] In step S86, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the body shape segment of the designator
is a segment whose body size is smaller than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser. When the
segment to which the height of the designator belongs is a height segment lower than or equal to the segment to which
the height of the selected purchaser belongs, the segment to which the weight of the designator belongs is a weight
segment lighter than or equal to the segment to which the weight of the selected purchaser belongs, and the body shape
segment of the designator is not the same as that of the selected purchaser, the body shape segment of the designator
is a segment whose body size is smaller than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser. When the
system control unit 14 determines that the body shape segment of the designator is a segment whose body size is
smaller than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser (step S86: YES), the system control unit 14
proceeds to step S87. On the other hand, when the system control unit 14 determines that the body shape segment of
the designator is not a segment whose body size is smaller than that of the body shape segment of the selected purchaser
(step S86: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S35. In this case, it cannot be said that the body shape
segment of the designator is a segment whose body size is greater than that of the body shape segment of the selected
purchaser nor that the body shape segment of the designator is a segment whose body size is smaller than that of the
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body shape segment of the selected purchaser.
[0159] In step S87, the system control unit 14 performs the score calculation process. Next, the system control unit
14 weights the score of each item size according to the time of purchase of the designated item of the selected purchaser
(step S88). The content of this process is the same as that of step S30 in FIG. 8. Next, the system control unit 14 adds
the score of each item size of the selected purchaser to the large score of each item size (step S89). Next, the system
control unit 14 proceeds to step S35.
[0160] In step S35, if the system control unit 14 determines that all the purchase histories have been selected (step
S35: NO), the system control unit 14 specifies the item size whose small score is the highest (step S90). Next, the system
control unit 14 specifies the item size whose large score is the highest (step S91). Next, the system control unit 14,
which functions as the estimation means, specifies an item size between the item size whose small score is the highest
and the item size whose large score is the highest as the fit size (step S92). After completing this process, the system
control unit 14 ends the item size estimation process.
[0161] As described above, according to the present embodiment, the system control unit 14 specifies an existing
purchaser whose body size is smaller than that of the designator and an existing purchaser whose body size is greater
than that of the designator on the basis of the size relationship between the body sizes. The system control unit 14
estimates the item size of the designated item that fits the existing purchaser whose body size is smaller than that of
the designator and the item size of the designated item that fits the existing purchaser whose body size is greater than
that of the designator on the basis of the evaluations for the item sizes of the designated item purchased by the specified
existing purchasers. The system control unit 14 estimates an item size between the estimated item sizes as the fit size.
Therefore, even if there is no user whose body size is similar to that of the designator, the fit size can be estimated.
[0162] The online shopping mall server 1 may determine that the body size of the existing purchaser is greater than
that of the designator when the body size of the existing purchaser is greater than that of the designator by a predetermined
size or more and may determine that the body size of the existing purchaser is smaller than that of the designator when
the body size of the existing purchaser is smaller than that of the designator by a predetermined size or more.
[0163] In the same manner as in the first embodiment, the online shopping mall server 1 may change the weight of
the score when there is evaluation and the weight of the score when there is no evaluation for each of the small score
and the large score on the basis of the number of evaluators.
[0164] The online shopping mall server 1 may be configured so that the first and the second embodiments are combined
to be implemented. For example, the number of existing purchasers whose body size is included in the same range as
that of the body size of the designator is defined as the number of people having the same body size. For example,
when the number of people having the same body size is greater than or equal to a predetermined number, the online
shopping mall server 1 may estimate the fit size based on evaluations from the existing purchasers whose body size is
included in the same range as that of the body size of the designator. On the other hand, when the number of people
having the same body size is smaller than the predetermined number, the online shopping mall server 1 may estimate
the fit size based on evaluations from the existing purchasers whose body size is not included in the same range as that
of the body size of the designator.

3. Third Embodiment

[0165] Next, an overview of a third embodiment will be described. In the third embodiment, the online shopping mall
server 1 obtains an approximate expression that approximates the distribution of combinations of the body size of an
existing purchaser and the item size of the designated item purchased by the existing purchaser by considering the
evaluations from the existing purchasers and estimates the fit size on the basis of the approximate expression. The
description of the same points as those in the first embodiment will be omitted.
[0166] As described above, in the first embodiment, if there is no existing purchaser whose body size is included in
the same range as that of the body size of the designator, the fit size cannot be estimated. On the other hand, in the
second embodiment, the fit size cannot be estimated unless there are both an existing purchaser whose body size is
greater than that of the designator and an existing purchaser whose body size is smaller than that of the designator.
Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 performs processing so that the fit size can be estimated if there are two
or more existing purchasers where at least one of the body size of the existing purchaser and the item size which the
existing purchaser purchased is different from each other.
[0167] Specifically, the online shopping mall server 1 obtains an approximate expression that approximates the rela-
tionship between the body size and the item size on the basis of the distribution of combinations of the body size of an
existing purchaser and the item size purchased by the existing purchaser. At this time, the online shopping mall server
1 weights the combination of the body size of an existing purchaser and the item size on the basis of the evaluation from
the existing purchaser. The combination of the body size of an existing purchaser and the item size is simply referred
to as a "combination".
[0168] For example, the height is used as the body size of the existing purchaser. It is assumed that there are sizes
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S, M, and L as the item size of the designated item. The height is defined as x and the item size is defined as y. The
function representing the approximate expression to be obtained is defined as f and the relationship between y and x is
represented by y = f(x). Here, the sizes S, M, and L are converted to, for example, 1, 2, and 3. The actual body size of
an existing purchaser and the item size are defined as xi and yi. Here, i is a number given to each combination. There
may be a difference between f(xi) and actual yi. The distribution J of the difference between f(xi) and yi is obtained by
the following expression. 

[0169] In the expression 1, m is a total number of combinations that are actually obtained. In other words, m is the
number of data. Further, αi is a weight coefficient for the combination i. Here, αi is a value greater than or equal to 0.
For example, when obtaining the approximate expression by the least-squares method, the online shopping mall server
1 obtains the function f so that J is the minimum. At this time, the online shopping mall server 1 sets αi to a value according
to the evaluation from the existing purchaser corresponding to the combination i. Specifically, the online shopping mall
server 1 sets αi so that the higher the evaluation is, the greater αi is. In other words, the higher the score is, the greater
αi is. Thereby, the function f is obtained so that the higher the evaluation for the combination i, the more the difference
between yi and f(xi) is reduced compared with a case in which αi is not used. The online shopping mall server 1 may
obtain the approximate expression by a method other than the method described above. The item size calculated by
substituting the height of the designator into the obtained approximate expression is the fit size of the designator. The
body sizes of the existing purchasers are reflected on the approximate expression. Therefore, calculating the fit size
based on the approximate expression and the body size of the designator is an example of estimating the fit size of the
designator on the basis of the size relationship between the body size of the designator and the body sizes of the existing
purchasers.
[0170] FIG. 14A is a diagram showing the distribution of the combinations of the height and the item size and an
approximate line. In FIG. 14, the horizontal axis represents the height and the vertical axis represents the item size. The
circles in FIG. 14A represent the combinations. The size of the circle is proportional to the height of the score. When
there is a plurality of existing purchasers of the same combination, the score represented by the size of the circle is a
total score of the scores of the plurality of existing purchasers of the same combination. Reference numeral 200 in FIG.
14A denotes an approximate curve. The approximate expression may be an expression of a curved line or may be an
expression of a straight line.
[0171] For example, it is assumed that the height of the designator is 165 cm. In this case, as indicated by the
approximate curve 200, the fit size of the designator is located between the size S and the size M. Specifically, the
difference between the fit size and the size S is three times the difference between the fit size and the size M. In this
case, various types of recommended size information 110 can be considered. FIGS. 14B to 14D are diagrams showing
a display example of the recommended size information 110. For example, as shown in FIG. 14B, the letters "S", "M",
and "L" are displayed as positions of each size and the position of the fit size with respect to each item size may be
displayed by a graphic or the like. Further, as shown in FIG. 14C, the item size that is closest to the fit size may be
displayed as a final fit size. For example, "People having a body shape close to yours highly evaluate the size M." is
displayed. Further, the item size closest to the fit size and the probability that the item size closest to the fit size is the
fit size may be displayed. For example, when the difference between the size S and the size M is assumed to be 100%,
the difference between the fit size and the size M is 25%. Therefore, the probability that the size M is the fit size is set
to 75%. In this case, as shown in FIG. 14D, for example, "The probability that the size that fits you is the size M is 75%."
is displayed.
[0172] Next, an operation of the information processing system S will be described with reference to FIG. 15. FIG. 15
is a flowchart showing a process example of the fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of the online
shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. In FIG. 15, the same processes as those in FIGS. 8 and
9 are denoted by the same reference numerals.
[0173] As shown in FIG. 15, the system control unit 14 performs steps S21, S23 to S27, S29, and S30. Next, the
system control unit 14 stores the height of the selected purchaser, the item size purchased by the selected purchaser,
and the score of the item size purchased by the selected purchaser in the RAM 14c (step S101). Next, the system control
unit 14 proceeds to step S35.
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[0174] In step S35, if the system control unit 14 determines that all the purchase histories have been selected (step
S35: NO), the system control unit 14 obtains the approximate expression by weighting each combination based on the
score on the basis of the height of each selected purchaser, the item size purchased by each selected purchaser, and
the score of the item size purchased by each selected purchaser, which are stored in the RAM 14c (step S102). For
example, the system control unit 14 obtains coefficients of each term of the approximate expression so that J in the
expression 1 is the minimum. Next, the system control unit 14, which functions as the estimation means, calculates the
fit size based on the obtained approximate expression (step S103). Specifically, the system control unit 14 calculates
the item size by substituting the height of the designator into the approximate expression. Then, the system control unit
14 specifies the calculated item size as the fit size. After completing this process, the system control unit 14 ends the
fit size estimation process.
[0175] As described above, according to the present embodiment, the system control unit 14 obtains the approximate
expression of the distribution of the combinations of the body size of an existing purchaser and the item size of the
designated item purchased by the existing purchaser by weighting the combinations based on the evaluations from the
existing purchasers and estimates that the item size calculated based on the approximate expression and the body size
of the designator is the fit size. Therefore, if there are a plurality of users where at least one of the body size of the user
and the item size of the designated item purchased by the user is different from each other, the fit size can be estimated.
[0176] In the embodiment described above, the online shopping mall server 1 obtains the approximate expression
based on the height. However, the approximate expression may be obtained based on a body size other than the height.
The online shopping mall server 1 may change the body size to be used according to the type of the designated item.
The online shopping mall server 1 may obtain the approximate expression based on a plurality of types of body size.
For example, the approximate expression is obtained based on both the height and the weight. The height and the
weight are defined as x and y respectively and the item size is defined as z. When the function that represents the
approximate expression is defined as g, z = g (x, y) is established.
[0177] In the same manner as in the first embodiment, the online shopping mall server 1 may change the weight of
the score when there is evaluation and the weight of the score when there is no evaluation for each combination of the
height and the item size on the basis of the number of evaluators.

4. Fourth Embodiment

[0178] Next, an overview of a fourth embodiment will be described. In the fourth embodiment, the online shopping
mall server 1 determines whether or not the body size of the designator and the body size of the existing purchaser are
included in the same range on the basis of the item size of the item for sale purchased by the designator in the past and
the item size of the item for sale purchased by the existing purchaser in the past. The description of the same points as
those in the first embodiment will be omitted.
[0179] In the first embodiment, the online shopping mall server 1 performs processing on the basis of the body infor-
mation registered by users in advance. However, the users might not register the body information. Therefore, the online
shopping mall server 1 determines whether or not the body size of the designator and the body size of the existing
purchaser are included in the same range on the basis of the item sizes of the items for sale purchased by the designator
and the existing purchaser respectively in the past. Among the items for sale which the designator and the existing
purchaser have ever purchased, an item for sale, which is used to determine whether or not the body size is included
in the same range is referred to as a "reference item". The item for sale which the designator has ever purchased is an
example of a first item for sale of the present invention. The item for sale which the existing purchaser has ever purchased
is an example of a second item for sale of the present invention. The item sizes of items for sale which the designator
and the existing purchaser have ever purchased in the past are examples of the body shape information of the present
invention. In the present embodiment, the body shape information need not be included in the member information in
the format of the member information.
[0180] When the item size of the reference item which the designator has ever purchased and the item size of the
reference item which the existing purchaser has ever purchased are the same, it is possible to estimate that the body
size of the designator and the body size of the existing purchaser are similar to each other. The item size in the present
embodiment is an example of the body size information of the present invention.
[0181] The reference item of the designator and the reference item of the existing purchaser may be completely
different from each other. However, even when the item sizes printed on the items for sale are the same, the actual
sizes may be different from each other depending on the brand of the item for sale, the country, and the like. Therefore,
the accuracy of determination whether the body size is included in the same range may degrade. Therefore, items for
sale that can be used as the reference item may be limited by a predetermined condition. For example, the reference
items may be the same items for sale which both the designator and the existing purchaser have purchased. Or, for
example, the reference items may be items for sale which both the designator and the existing purchaser have purchased
in a range of the same brand. If the brand is the same, there is a high probability that the criteria of the item size is the
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same. Or, for example, the reference items may be items for sale which both the designator and the existing purchaser
have purchased in a range of the same type. For example, the items for sale may be divided into two types: tops and
bottoms. The criteria of the item size may be different between the tops and bottoms. Or, the reference items may be
items for sale which both the designator and the existing purchaser have purchased in a range of the same brand and
the same type. In the description below, an item for sale that belongs to the same category as that of a certain item for
sale is an item for sale defined by the condition of the reference item. In other words, an item for sale that belongs to
the same category as that of a certain item for sale is, for example, the same item for sale as the certain item for sale,
an item for sale whose brand is the same as that of the certain item for sale, or an item for sale whose type is the same
as that of the certain item for sale.
[0182] When the reference item is not particularly limited, the online shopping mall server 1 may convert the item size
of each item for sale into a body size which the item for sale actually fits. The converted size is referred to as a "standard
size". The standard size may be, for example, the height, the weight, the length of the upper body, the length of the
lower body, the bust size, the waist size, the hip size, and the like. Further, the standard size may be, for example, the
symbol of the item size, the size number, inches, or the like. In the storage unit 12, a size conversion DB is constructed.
In the size conversion DB, for example, a brand ID, the item size, and the standard size are registered for each combination
of the brand and the item size. The online shopping mall server 1 can acquire a suitable standard size based on the
brand ID and the item size included in the item for sale information. The online shopping mall server 1 specifies, for
example, the body shape segment to which the standard size belongs. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 determines
whether or not the body shape segment of the designator and the body shape segment of the existing purchaser
correspond to each other. The standard size is an example of the body size information of the present invention.
[0183] By the way, the body size of the designator may change from when the designator purchased the reference
item to the present time. Therefore, even if the item size of the reference item purchased by the designator fitted the
body size of the designator at the time when the designator purchased the reference item, the item size may not fit the
current body size of the designator. Thus, if the time when the designator purchased the reference item is old, the
accuracy of determination whether or not the body size of the designator and the body size of the existing purchaser
who purchased a reference item that belongs to the same category as that of the reference item of the designator belong
to the same category may degrade. If the accuracy of determination degrades, the reliability of the evaluation from the
existing purchaser degrades. Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 may weight the score of the existing purchaser
who purchased a reference item that belongs to the same category as that of the reference item of the designator
according to the time when the designator purchased the reference item. Specifically, the later the time of the purchase
is, the heavier the online shopping mall server 1 weights the score. For example, the online shopping mall server 1 may
determine a weight coefficient W3 as shown in FIG. 3B. The weight coefficient W3 is a coefficient indicating a weight
according to the difference between the times when the reference item was purchased.
[0184] Further, it is assumed that the item size of the reference item purchased by the existing purchaser fitted the
body size of the existing purchaser at the time when the existing purchaser purchased the reference item and the item
size of the designated item purchased by the existing purchaser fitted the body size of the existing purchaser at the time
when the existing purchaser purchased the designated item. However, the body size of the existing purchaser may
change from the time when the existing purchaser purchased the reference item (or the designated item) to the time
when the existing purchaser purchased the designated item (or the reference item). Therefore, if the difference between
the time of purchase of the reference item and the time of purchase of the designated item is long, the probability that
the body size of the existing purchaser changes is high. If the body size of the existing purchaser changes, the reliability
of the evaluation from the existing purchaser degrades. Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 may weight the
score of the existing purchaser according to the difference between the time of purchase of the reference item by the
existing purchaser and the time of purchase of the designated item by the existing purchaser. Specifically, the shorter
the difference is, the heavier the online shopping mall server 1 weights the score. For example, the online shopping mall
server 1 may determine a weight coefficient W4 as shown in FIG. 3B. The weight coefficient W4 is a coefficient indicating
a weight according to the difference between the times of purchase.
[0185] Further, the online shopping mall server 1 may weight the score of the existing purchaser who purchased a
reference item that belongs to the same category as that of the reference item of the designator on the basis of the
evaluation for the reference item from the designator. Further, the online shopping mall server 1 may weight the score
of the existing purchaser on the basis of the evaluation for the reference item from the existing purchaser. This is because
the higher the evaluation for the reference item is, the higher the probability that the item size of the reference item
purchased by the user fits the body size of the user is. Specifically, the higher the evaluation is, the heavier the online
shopping mall server 1 weights the score. The content of the evaluation is the same as that shown in FIG. 3A. The online
shopping mall server 1 determines the weight coefficient according to the score corresponding to the content of the
evaluation. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 multiplies the score of each item size by the determined weight
coefficient.
[0186] Further, the online shopping mall server 1 may limit the reference item to the same type of items for sale as
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that of the designated item. Further, the online shopping mall server 1 may limit the reference item to the same brand
of items for sale as that of the designated item.
[0187] Further, when estimating the fit size, the online shopping mall server 1 need not use the purchase history of
the reference item which the designator purchased for another person. Specifically, the online shopping mall server 1
does not use the item size acquired from the purchase history of the reference item which the designator purchased for
another person. Further, the online shopping mall server 1 need not use the purchase history of the designated item
and the reference item which the existing purchaser purchased for another person. Specifically, the online shopping
mall server 1 does not use the item size acquired from the purchase history of the item for sale, which the existing
purchaser purchased for another person, and the evaluation for the designated item from the existing purchaser specified
based on the purchase history, for the estimation. As an example of the item for sale which a user purchases for another
person, there are an item for sale for children when the user is an adult and an item for sale for a gender different from
that of the user.
[0188] Next, an operation of the information processing system S will be described with reference to FIG. 16. FIG. 16
is a flowchart showing a process example of the fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of the online
shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. In FIG. 16, the same processes as those in FIG. 8 are
denoted by the same reference numerals. The content of the process of steps S31 to S39 is the same as that in FIG. 9.
[0189] As shown in FIG. 16, the system control unit 14 searches for purchase histories including the user ID of the
designator from the purchase history DB 12e (step S121). Next, the system control unit 14 performs a purchase history
exclusion process (step S122). At this time, the system control unit 14 designates the purchase histories of the designator
retrieved in step S121. In the purchase history exclusion process, purchase histories in which the user purchased an
item for sale for another person are excluded from the designated purchase histories. The excluded purchase histories
are not used to estimate the fit size.
[0190] FIG. 17 is a flowchart showing a process example of the purchase history exclusion process of the system
control unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. As shown in FIG. 17, the
system control unit 14 calculates a ratio of items for sale for women and a ratio of items for sale for men with respect to
all the items for sale purchased by the user on the basis of the category ID included in each retrieved purchase history.
Then, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the ratio of the items for sale for women is greater than the
ratio of the items for sale for men (step S141). At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the
items for sale for women is greater than the ratio of the items for sale for men (step S141: YES), the system control unit
14 proceeds to step S142. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items for sale
for women is not greater than the ratio of the items for sale for men (step S141: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds
to step S144.
[0191] In step S142, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the ratio of the items for sale for men is
smaller than or equal to a threshold value. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items
for sale for men is smaller than or equal to the threshold value (step S142: YES), the system control unit 14 excludes
the purchase histories of the items for sale for men from the designated purchase histories (step S143). Next, the system
control unit 14 proceeds to step S146. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the
items for sale for men is greater than the threshold value (step S142: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S146.
[0192] In step S144, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the ratio of the items for sale for women is
smaller than or equal to a threshold value. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio of the items
for sale for women is smaller than or equal to the threshold value (step S144: YES), the system control unit 14 excludes
the purchase histories of the items for sale for women from the designated purchase histories (step S145). Next, the
system control unit 14 proceeds to step S146. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the ratio
of the items for sale for women is greater than the threshold value (step S144: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds
to step S146.
[0193] In step S146, the system control unit 14 acquires the user ID from the designated purchase histories. Next, the
system control unit 14 acquires member information that includes the acquired user ID from the member information
DB 12a. Then, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the user is an adult on the basis of the age included
in the acquired member information. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the user is an adult (step
S146: YES), the system control unit 14 excludes the purchase histories of the items for sale for children from the
designated purchase histories (step S147). After completing this process, the system control unit 14 ends the purchase
history exclusion process. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the user is not an adult (step
S146: NO), the system control unit 14 ends the purchase history exclusion process.
[0194] After completing the purchase history exclusion process, as shown in FIG. 16, the system control unit 14
performs steps S22 to S26. In step S26, if the system control unit 14 determines that the return value of the purchase
purpose determination process is not "for another person" (step S26: NO), the system control unit 14 searches for
purchase histories including the user ID of the selected purchaser from the purchase history DB 12e (step S123). The
system control unit 14 may exclude the purchase histories of the designated item from the purchase histories to be
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searched for. Next, the system control unit 14 performs the purchase history exclusion process (step S124). At this time,
the system control unit 14 designates the purchase histories of the selected purchaser retrieved in step S123.
[0195] Next, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the selected purchaser has ever purchased an item
for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the item for sale which the designator has ever purchased on the
basis of the purchase histories included in the search result of purchase history of the designator and the purchase
histories included in the search result of the purchase history of the selected purchaser (step S125). For example,
whether or not the items for sale are the same can be determined based on the item ID or the product code. Further,
whether or not the brands are the same can be determined based on the brand ID. Further, whether or not the types
are the same can be determined based on the category ID. If the system control unit 14 determines that the selected
purchaser has never purchased an item for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the item for sale which the
designator has ever purchased (step S125: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S35. On the other hand,
if the system control unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser has ever purchased an item for sale that belongs
to the same category as that of the item for sale which the designator has ever purchased (step S125: YES), the system
control unit 14 proceeds to step S126.
[0196] In step S126, the system control unit 14 specifies the purchase history of the reference item determined to
belong to the same category as that of the item for sale purchased by the selected purchaser among from the items for
sale purchased by the designator. Further, the system control unit 14 specifies the purchase history of the reference
item determined to belong to the same category as that of the item for sale purchased by the designator among from
the items for sale purchased by the selected purchaser. Next, the system control unit 14, which functions as the body
size information acquisition means, acquires the item size of the reference item purchased by the designator and the
item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser from the purchase histories thereof. Then, the
system control unit 14 determines whether or not the item size of the reference item purchased by the designator and
the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser are the same. At this time, if the system control
unit 14 determines that the item size of the reference item purchased by the designator and the item size of the reference
item purchased by the selected purchaser are not the same (step S126: NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to
step S35. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the item size of the reference item purchased
by the designator and the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser are the same (step S126:
YES), the system control unit 14 performs the score calculation process (step S29). There is a case in which, a plurality
of times, the selected purchaser has ever purchased an item for sale, which belongs to the same category as that of
the item for sale which the designator has ever purchased. In this case, the item size may be different depending on the
time of purchase. Therefore, the system control unit 14 may calculate a ratio where the item size of the reference item
purchased by the designator and the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser are the same.
Then, when the calculated ratio is greater than or equal to a predetermined ratio, the system control unit 14 may perform
the score calculation process.
[0197] After completing the score calculation process, the system control unit 14 weights the score of each item size
according to the time of purchase of the reference item of the designator (step S127). Specifically, the system control
unit 14 acquires the weight coefficient W3 corresponding to the purchase date and time included in the purchase history
of the reference item of the designator from the storage unit 12. If there is a plurality of purchase histories, the system
control unit 14 acquires, for example, the weight coefficient W3 corresponding to the average of the purchase dates and
times. The system control unit 14 multiplies the score of each item size by the weight coefficient W3.
[0198] Next, the system control unit 14 weights the score of each item size according to a difference between the
purchase date and time of the reference item of the selected purchaser and the purchase date and time of the designated
item of the selected purchaser (step S128). Specifically, the system control unit 14 acquires the weight coefficient W4
corresponding to the difference between the purchase dates and times from the storage unit 12. The purchase date and
time can be acquired from the purchase history. If there is a plurality of reference items for sale, the system control unit
14 acquires, for example, the weight coefficient W4 corresponding to the average of the differences between the purchase
dates and times. The system control unit 14 calculates a final score for each item size of the selected purchaser by
multiplying the score of each item size by the weight coefficient W4. After completing this process, the system control
unit 14 proceeds to step S31.
[0199] As described above, according to the present embodiment, the system control unit 14 acquires the item size
of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased and the item size of an item for sale which the existing
purchaser has ever purchased on the basis of the purchase histories. Then, on the basis of the size relationship between
the item size of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased and the item size of an item for sale which
the existing purchaser has ever purchased, the system control unit 14 specifies an existing purchaser who has ever
purchased the item size whose item size is the same as that of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased.
Then, the system control unit 14 estimates the fit size based on the item size of the designated item purchased by the
specified existing purchaser and the evaluation for the item size. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the fit size even
when the body size information is not registered from the user.
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[0200] Further, the system control unit 14 estimates the item size by using the evaluation from an existing purchaser
who purchased an item for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the item for sale purchased by the designator
among the evaluations from the existing purchasers who purchased the designated item. Then, the later the time when
the designator purchased the reference item, the more the system control unit 14 values the evaluation from the existing
purchaser who purchased the item for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the reference item and estimates
the item size. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0201] Further, the smaller the difference between the time of purchase of the reference item of an existing purchaser
and the time of purchase of the designated item of the existing purchaser is, the more the system control unit 14 values
the evaluation from the existing purchaser and estimates the item size. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation
accuracy of the fit size.
[0202] Further, the system control unit 14 excludes either women’s items for sale or men’s items for sale whose ratio
with respect to the items for sale purchased by the user is smaller than or equal a threshold value set to a value smaller
than 50% from the reference items for sale, and does not use the purchase histories of the excluded items for sale to
estimate the fit size. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.
[0203] Further, the system control unit 14 excludes items for sale which the user who is an adult purchased for a child
from the reference items for sale, and does not use the purchase histories of the excluded items for sale to estimate the
fit size. Therefore, it is possible to improve the estimation accuracy of the fit size.

5. Fifth Embodiment

[0204] Next, an overview of a fifth embodiment will be described. The fifth embodiment is a combination of the second
embodiment and the fourth embodiment. Specifically, the online shopping mall server 1 determines the size relationship
between the body size of the designator and the body size of the existing purchaser on the basis of the item size
purchased by the designator in the past and the item size purchased by the existing purchaser in the past. The description
of the same points as those in the second embodiment and the fourth embodiment will be omitted.
[0205] When the item size of the reference item which the designator has ever purchased is greater than the item size
of the reference item which the existing purchaser has ever purchased, it is possible to estimate that the body size of
the designator is greater than the body size of the existing purchaser. On the other hand, when the item size of the
reference item which the designator has ever purchased is smaller than the item size of the reference item which the
existing purchaser has ever purchased, it is possible to estimate that the body size of the designator is smaller than the
body size of the existing purchaser. The item size in the present embodiment is an example of the body size information
of the present invention.
[0206] Next, an operation of the information processing system S will be described with reference to FIGS. 18 and
19. FIGS. 18 and 19 are flowcharts showing a process example of the fit size estimation process of the system control
unit 14 of the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. In FIGS. 18 and 19, the same processes
as those in FIGS. 8 and 9 or FIG. 16 are denoted by the same reference numerals.
[0207] As shown in FIG. 18, the system control unit 14 performs steps S121, S122, S81, S23 to S26, and S123 to
S125. In step S125, if the system control unit 14 determines that the selected purchaser has ever purchased an item
for sale that belongs to the same category as that of the item for sale which the designator has ever purchased (step
S125: YES), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S161.
[0208] As shown in FIG. 19, in step S161, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the item size of the
reference item purchased by the designator is greater than the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected
purchaser. At this time, if the system control unit 14 determines that the item size of the reference item purchased by
the designator is not greater than the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser (step S161:
NO), the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S164. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that
the item size of the reference item purchased by the designator is greater than the item size of the reference item
purchased by the selected purchaser (step S161: YES), the system control unit 14 performs the score calculation process
(step S83). Next, the system control unit 14 weights the score of each item size (steps S162 and S163). The content of
the process of steps S162 and S163 is the same as that of steps S127 and S128. Next, the system control unit 14
proceeds to step S85.
[0209] In step S164, the system control unit 14 determines whether or not the item size of the reference item purchased
by the designator is smaller than the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser. At this time,
if the system control unit 14 determines that the item size of the reference item purchased by the designator is not smaller
than the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser (step S164: NO), the system control unit
14 proceeds to step S35. On the other hand, if the system control unit 14 determines that the item size of the reference
item purchased by the designator is smaller than the item size of the reference item purchased by the selected purchaser
(step S164: YES), the system control unit 14 performs the score calculation process (step S87). Next, the system control
unit 14 weights the score of each item size (steps S165 and S166). The content of the process of steps S165 and S166
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is the same as that of steps S127 and S128. Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S89.
[0210] After completing the process of step S85 or S89, the system control unit 14 performs steps S35, S36, and S90
to S92 in the same manner as in the second embodiment.
[0211] As described above, according to the present embodiment, the system control unit 14 acquires the item size
of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased and the item size of an item for sale which the existing
purchaser has ever purchased on the basis of the purchase histories. Then, on the basis of the size relationship between
the item size of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased and the item sizes of an items for sale which
the existing purchaser s have ever purchased, the system control unit 14 specifies an existing purchaser who purchased
an item for sale whose item size is smaller than that of an item for sale which the designator has purchased and an
existing purchaser who purchased an item for sale whose item size is larger than that of the item for sale which the
designator has purchased. On the basis of the item sizes of the designated item purchased by the specified existing
purchasers and the evaluations for the item sizes, the system control unit 14 estimates the item size of the designated
item which fits the existing purchaser who purchased the item for sale whose item size is smaller than that of the item
for sale which the designator has purchased and the item size of the designated item which fits the existing purchaser
who purchased the item for sale whose item size is larger than that of the item for sale which the designator has purchased.
The system control unit 14 estimates the item size between the estimated item sizes to be the fit size. Therefore, it is
possible to estimate the fit size even when the body size information is not registered from the user.
[0212] In the fourth and fifth embodiments, the online shopping mall server 1 may acquire the body shape information
from the member information regarding the users who register the body shape information. In this case, the standard
size is represented by, for example, the height. For example, when the body shape information of the designator is
registered, the online shopping mall server 1 performs the same processes as those in the first or the second embodiments
on the existing purchasers whose body information is registered.
[0213] On the other hand, when the body shape information of the designator is registered, the online shopping mall
server 1 specifies the reference item of the designator and the reference item of the existing purchasers for the existing
purchasers whose body information is not registered. At this time, the online shopping mall server 1 converts the item
size of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased into the height as the standard size. Then, the online
shopping mall server 1 excludes the purchase histories of items for sale where the difference between the converted
height and the registered height of the designator is longer than or equal to a predetermined length from the search
result of purchase history of the designator. This is because such items for sale do not fit the height of the designator.
Here, the online shopping mall server 1 may exclude only the purchase histories of items for sale where the converted
height is lower than the height of the designator from the search result of purchase history of the designator.
[0214] On the other hand, when the body shape information of the designator is not registered, the online shopping
mall server 1 also specifies the reference item of the designator and the reference item of the existing purchasers for
the existing purchasers whose body information is registered. At this time, the online shopping mall server 1 converts
the item size of an item for sale which the existing purchaser has ever purchased into the height as the standard size.
Then, the online shopping mall server 1 excludes the purchase histories of items for sale where the difference between
the converted height and the registered height of the existing purchaser is longer than or equal to a predetermined length
from the search result of purchase history of the existing purchaser. Here, the online shopping mall server 1 may exclude
only the purchase histories of items for sale where the converted height is lower than the height of the existing purchaser
from the search result of purchase history of the existing purchaser.

6. Sixth Embodiment

[0215] Next, an overview of a sixth embodiment will be described. The sixth embodiment is a combination of the third
embodiment and the fourth embodiment. Specifically, the online shopping mall server 1 estimates the body size of an
existing purchaser on the basis of the item size of an item for sale which the existing purchaser has purchased in the
past. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 obtains an approximate expression by using the estimated body size. The
description of the same points as those in the third embodiment or the fourth embodiment will be omitted.
[0216] There is a probability that the standard size converted from the item size of an item for sale which a user has
ever purchased corresponds to the body size of the user. Therefore, the online shopping mall server 1 can obtain an
approximate expression that approximates the distribution of combinations of the standard size of the existing purchaser
and the item size of the designated item purchased by the existing purchaser by using the standard size of the existing
purchaser. Then, the online shopping mall server 1 can estimate the fit size by using the standard size of the designator.
The standard size in the present embodiment is an example of the body size information of the present invention.
[0217] Next, an operation of the information processing system S will be described with reference to FIGS. 20 and
21. FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing a process example of the fit size estimation process of the system control unit 14 of
the online shopping mall server 1 according to the present embodiment. In FIGS. 20 and 21, the same processes as
those in FIGS. 8 or 9 or FIG. 16 are denoted by the same reference numerals.
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[0218] As shown in FIG. 20, the system control unit 14 performs steps S121 and S122. Next, the system control unit
14 acquires the brand ID and the item size from the purchase history included in the search result of purchase history
of the designator. Then, the system control unit 14 acquires the standard size corresponding to the acquired brand ID
and item size from the size conversion DB (step S181). When there is a plurality of purchase histories, the system control
unit 14 may acquire a plurality of standard sizes. In this time, for example, the system control unit 14 determines the
average value of the standard sizes to be the final standard size of the designator.
[0219] Next, the system control unit 14 performs steps S23 to S26, S123, and S124. Next, the system control unit 14
acquires the brand ID and the item size from the purchase history included in the search result of purchase history of
the selected purchaser. Then, the system control unit 14 acquires the standard size corresponding to the acquired brand
ID and item size from the size conversion DB (step S182). Next, the system control unit 14 performs steps S29 and
S127. Next, the system control unit 14 stores the standard size of the selected purchaser, the item size of the designated
item purchased by the selected purchaser, and the score of the item size of the designated item purchased by the
selected purchaser in the RAM 14c (step S183). Next, the system control unit 14 proceeds to step S35.
[0220] As shown in FIG. 21, in step S35, if the system control unit 14 determines that all the purchase histories have
been selected (step S35: NO), the system control unit 14 obtains the approximate expression by weighting each com-
bination based on the score on the basis of the standard size of each selected purchaser, the item size of the designated
item purchased by each selected purchaser, and the score of the item size of the designated item purchased by each
selected purchaser, which are stored in the RAM 14c (step S184). Next, the system control unit 14 calculates the fit size
based on the obtained approximate expression and the standard size of the designator (step S185). After completing
this process, the system control unit 14 ends the fit size estimation process.
[0221] As described above, according to the present embodiment, the system control unit 14 acquires the item size
of an item for sale which the designator has ever purchased and the item size of an item for sale which the existing
purchaser has ever purchased on the basis of the purchase histories and converts the acquired item sizes into the
standard sizes. Then, the system control unit 14 obtains the approximate expression of the distribution of the combinations
of the standard size of an existing purchaser and the item size of the designated item purchased by the existing purchaser
by weighting the combinations based on the evaluations from the existing purchaser. The system control unit 14 estimates
that the item size calculated based on the approximate expression and the standard size of the designator is the fit size.
Therefore, it is possible to estimate the fit size even when the body size information is not registered from the user.
[0222] The online shopping mall server 1 may acquire the body shape information for the users who register the body
shape information.
[0223] In the embodiments described above, when the body shape information of the designator is registered, the
online shopping mall server 1 converts the item size of the designated item into the height or the like as the standard
size, and when a difference between the converted height and the height of the designator is greater than or equal to a
predetermined difference, the online shopping mall server 1 need not display the recommended size information 110.
Here, there may be a case in which, only when the converted height is lower than the height of the designator, the online
shopping mall server 1 need not display the recommended size information 110.
[0224] The web page on which the recommended size information 110 may be displayed is not limited to the item-
for-sale page. For example, the recommended size information 110 may be displayed on the search result page. For
example, on the search result page, the recommended size information 110 is displayed for each retrieved item for sale.
In this case, the item for sale specified based on the request from the user is each retrieved item for sale.
[0225] In the embodiments described above, the present invention is applied to the online shopping mall in which
items for sale are sold from a plurality of shops. However, the present invention may be applied to a web site of electronic
commerce in which items for sale are sold from a single distributor.
[0226] In the embodiments described above, the item for sale in the present invention is applied to clothes. However,
the item for sale in the present invention may be applied to items for sale to be worn such as clothing other than the
clothes, shoes, hat, and accessories.

Reference Signs List

[0227]

1 Online shopping mall server
2 Shop terminal
3 User terminal
11 Communication unit
12 Storage unit
12a Member information DB
12b Category information DB
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12c Items-for-sale information DB
12d Shopping cart deletion history DB
12e Purchase history DB
12f Review information DB
13 Input/output interface
14 System control unit
14a CPU
14b ROM
14c RAM
15 System bus
NW Network
S Information processing system

Claims

1. An information processing apparatus comprising:

a size acquisition means that, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for
sale to be worn, acquires a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user,
the size of the specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item
for sale, there being a plurality of sizes of the item for sale;
a body size information acquisition means that acquires body size information related to a body size of the
request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user;
an evaluation specification means that specifies an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired by the
size acquisition means;
an estimation means that estimates a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis
of a size relationship between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of
the other user, the size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the
size; and
an output means that outputs the size estimated by the estimation means.

2. The information processing apparatus according to claim 1, wherein
when, on the basis of a return history of the item for sale stored in a return history storage means, it is determined
that the other user who purchased a plurality of the specified items for sale whose sizes are different from each
other returned at least one but not all of the plurality of the specified items for sale, the evaluation specification
means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was not returned is higher
than the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was returned.

3. The information processing apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the evaluation specification means acquires the evaluation input by the other user.

4. The information processing apparatus according to claim 2 or 3, wherein
when, on the basis of a non-purchase history stored in a non-purchase history storage means storing the non-
purchase history indicating that the other user determined to purchase the item for sale and thereafter cancelled
the purchase, it is determined that the other user selected a size of the specified item for sale and thereafter cancelled
the size and purchased another size, the evaluation specification means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation
for the size that was purchased is higher than the evaluation for the size that was cancelled.

5. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein
when, on the basis of a return history of the item for sale stored in a return history storage means, it is determined
that the other user who purchased a plurality of the specified items for sale whose sizes are different from each
other returned at least one but not all of the plurality of the specified items for sale, the evaluation specification
means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was not returned is higher
than the evaluation for the size of the specified item that was returned,
when the evaluation is input from the other user, the evaluation specification means acquires the input evaluation, and
the estimation means estimates the size by valuing the evaluation specified based on the return history more than
the evaluation input from the other user.
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6. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
when the evaluation is input from the other user, the evaluation specification means acquires the input evaluation,
when, on the basis of a non-purchase history stored in a non-purchase history storage means storing the non-
purchase history indicating that the other user determined to purchase the item for sale and thereafter cancelled
the purchase, it is determined that the other user selected a size of the specified item for sale and thereafter cancelled
the size and purchased another size, the evaluation specification means specifies the evaluation so that the evaluation
for the size of the specified item that was purchased is higher than the evaluation for the size of the specified item
that was cancelled, and
the estimation means estimates the size by valuing the evaluation input from the other user more than the evaluation
specified based on the non-purchase history.

7. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the body size information acquisition means acquires a body size of at least one of the request user and the other
user as the body size information from a body size storage means storing a body size registered from a user for
each user.

8. The information processing apparatus according to claim 7, wherein
on the basis of the purchase history, the later a time when the other user purchased the specified item for sale is,
the more the estimation means values the evaluation from the other user and thereby estimates the size.

9. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein
on the basis of the purchase history, the body size information acquisition means acquires at least one of a size of
a first item for sale which the request user has ever purchased and a size of a second item for sale which the other
user has ever purchased as the body size information.

10. The information processing apparatus according to claim 9, wherein
the estimation means estimates the size by using the evaluation from the other user who purchased the specified
item for sale and who purchased the second item for sale belonging to the same category as that of the first item
for sale, and
the later a time when the request user purchased the first item for sale, the more the estimation means values the
evaluation from the other user who purchased the second item for sale that belongs to the same category as that
of the first item for sale and thereby estimate the size.

11. The information processing apparatus according to claim 9 or 10, wherein
the smaller a difference between a time of purchase of the second item for sale of the other user and a time of
purchase of the specified item for sale of the other user is, the more the estimation means estimates the evaluation
from the other user and thereby estimates the size.

12. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 11, wherein
the estimation means estimates the size by not using information acquired based on the purchase histories of the
items for sale that are ones of the items for sale for women and the items for sale for men, a ratio of the ones of the
items for sale for women and the items for sale for men to the items for sale purchased by the user being smaller
than or equal to a threshold value preset to a value smaller than 50%.

13. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein
the estimation means estimate the size by not using information acquired based on the purchase history which
indicates that the user who is an adult purchased the item for sale for children.

14. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein
when the request user is an adult and the specified item for sale is the item for sale for children, the output means
does output the size.

15. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein
the estimation means specifies the other user whose body size is included in the same range as that of the body
size of the request user on the basis of the size relationship of the body size information and estimates the size of
the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size of the specified item for sale purchased
by the specified other user and the evaluation for the size.
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16. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 15, wherein
the estimation means specifies the other user whose body size is smaller than that of the request user and the other
user whose body size is greater than that of the request user on the basis of the size relationship of the body size
information, estimates a first size of the specified item for sale that fits the other user whose body size is smaller
than that of the request user and a second size of the specified item for sale that fits the other user whose body
size is greater than that of the request user on the basis of sizes of the specified item for sale purchased by the
specified other users and the evaluations for the sizes, and estimates the size between the first size and the second
size to be the size that fits the request user.

17. The information processing apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein
the estimation means obtains an approximate expression of a distribution of combinations of the body size information
of the other user and a size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user by weighting the combinations
based on the evaluations from the other users, and estimates the size calculated based on the approximate expres-
sion and the body size information of the request user to be the size that fits the request user.

18. An information processing method performed by a computer, the method comprising:

a size acquisition step of, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for sale
to be worn, acquiring a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user, the
size of the specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item for
sale, there being a plurality of sizes of the item for sale;
a body size information acquisition step of acquiring body size information related to a body size of the request
user and body size information related to a body size of the other user;
an evaluation specification step of specifying an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired in the size
acquisition step;
an estimation step estimating a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis of a size
relationship between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of the other
user, the size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the size; and
an output step of outputting the size estimated in the estimation step.

19. An information processing program that causes a computer to function as:

a size acquisition means that, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for
sale to be worn, acquires a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user,
the size of the specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item
for sale, there being a plurality of sizes of the item for sale;
a body size information acquisition means that acquires body size information related to a body size of the
request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user;
an evaluation specification means that specifies an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired by the
size acquisition means;
an estimation means that estimates a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis
of a size relationship between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of
the other user, the size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the
size; and
an output means that outputs the size estimated by the estimation means.

20. A recording medium in which an information processing program is computer-readably recorded, the information
processing program causing a computer to function as:

a size acquisition means that, from a purchase history storage means storing a purchase history of an item for
sale to be worn, acquires a size of a specified item for sale specified according to a request of a request user,
the size of the specified item for sale having been purchased by other user who purchased the specified item
for sale, there being a plurality of sizes of the item for sale;
a body size information acquisition means that acquires body size information related to a body size of the
request user and body size information related to a body size of the other user;
an evaluation specification means that specifies an evaluation by the other user for the size acquired by the
size acquisition means;
an estimation means that estimates a size of the specified item for sale that fits the request user on the basis
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of a size relationship between the body size information of the request user and the body size information of
the other user, the size of the specified item for sale purchased by the other user, and the evaluation for the
size; and
an output means that outputs the size estimated by the estimation means.
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